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Summary

Vibronic exciton theory was applied to the circular

dichroism spectra of two different dimeric systems:

dinucleosides and dye-DNA complexes. The approach adopted

necessitates an investj-gation into the electronj-c properties

of the monomeric moieties of the dimer. Monomeric absorptj-on

and circular dichroj-sm spectra were analysed in terms of their

vibronic structures and were fitted to a progression involving

a single harmonic vibrational mode.

A comparative study of adenosine and adenosine

derivatives using absorption, circular dichroism and linear

dichroism spebtroscopy has revealed. the composite nature of

the near-ultraviolet X-band of adenosine. The parameters

which characterize the spectrum of the two transitions present

were obtained as was their respecti-ve po1-arization. A

correlation between the relative ci-rcular dichroism intensities

of the two transitions and the sugar-base torsion angle, QCN,

of adenosine has been shown experimentally and confirmed by

theory.

The temperature dependence of the absorption and

circular dichroism of Adenylyl-(3'-5' )-Adenosine and

Deoxyadenylyl-(3'-5' )-deoxyadenosine in aqueous solution was

also studied. The experimental data were analysed in terms

of a two-state equilibrium between one right-handed helical

stacked conformation and one monomeric unstacked form. From

these thermal denaturation data, apparent thermodynamic
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theory. From the results obtained, a geometrical model for

deoxy- and ribodinucleoside has been proposed. The similarity

in the values of the thermodynamic parameters and the exciton

interaction parameters obtained using the two independent

experimental technj-ques, on the one hand, and their agreements

with recently published NMR results, on the other, Ieads to

the concl-usion that it is the same equilibrium which is

monitored and emphasi-zes the reliability of the procedure

used.

The lnteraction of DNA and Acridine Orange, Proflavine

and 9-aminoacridine dyes, has been studied at several salt

concentrations through the use of circular dichroism and

absorption spectroscopy. The spectra were totally and

satisfactorily interpre.ted j-n terms of only one electronj-c

transition of the dye mo1ecuIe, and by using a recent model

of dye binding to DNA. It was shown that the experimental

circular dichroj-sm spectrum for any value of bound dye to DNA

phosphate in the strong binding region, could be expressed in
terms of a monomeric circul-ar dichroism spectrum of

intercalated and non-intercal-ated bound dyes and a dimerj-c

circular dichroism spectrum arising from the vibronic exciton

interactions between these dyes. Several important

conclusions were drawn from the resul-ts obtained: The

intercalation process is sal-t dependent, with the number of

sÍtes excluded next to an intercalated dye increasing wJ-th

salt concentration; the dimerization process is little
af f ected by the electrical envj-ronment j-n solution; the weak

j-nteraction found in the dimer is in agreement with the. model

used which postulated partial overlap between the two moieties

in the dimer.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction



1 CIRCULAR DICHROISM

The phenomenon of optical activity has been k

since the beginning of the 19th century but it is only in the

last three decades that its potential use as a probe for

molecular structure has been realised. The interest in

optical activity has been only brought about by a better

understanding of the phenomenon and also by dramatic

advances in instrumentation. The widely used spectroscopic

technique associated with the phenomenon of optical activity

is circular dichroism (CD). Circular dichroism is defined

as the difference in absorpti-on between the left and the

right circularly polarised light by a dissymmetric medium

or molecule. From this, it follows that ci-rcular dichroism

and ordinary absorptÍ-on have much in common and are both

associated with the same electronic transition or

rearrangement of electronic charges in the molecu1e. In a

molecule the redistributlon of charges is, to a first

approximation, loca11sed within a. particular functional
group, the so-called chromophore. The rest of the molecule

will have only a secondary effect on the electronic

transj-tion considered but, it is its dissymmetric character

that will be refl-ected in circular dichroism. Just as

ordinary absorption can be represented by the dipole strength,

so circular dichroism can be represented by the rotatj-onal

strength which is a measure of the aîea of the circular

dichroism band. From quantum-mechanlcs, the rotational

strength is also defined by

ç'= rm
++(u.m) (1.1)

where fm refers to the i-maginary part of a complex quantity;

the magnetic
-+
U and m are , respectÍ-vely, the electric and
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transition dipole moment.

The principal applications of circular dichroism have

been in the domains of structure determination, analytical

discrimination, ir the detecti-on of weak and hidden transition

bands and finally in stereochemlstry. However its high

sensitivity to conformation has been mostly emphasized in

blological systems where, iri general, the complexity and the

size of the molecules prevent à simple analysis by any other

method.

The main intention of this thesis is to show that

circular dichroism provides an essential tool in determining

the molecular geometry of molecules on the condition that

appropriate model and analysis methods are used.

1.1 Mechanism of Optical Activity

Although a lot of progress has been acquired during

the last 20 years, the ab-initio calculations of optical

activity ate still- not fu11y appropriate and any correlation

between the sign of the circular dichroism spectrum and the

conformation must be based on experimental data. Attempts

were made to rationalise the amount of information

avail-abIe and this is why numerous empiricaL models or

rulesl-r q were proposed to explain the many phenomena

observed.

The dissymmetric molecule is composed of two

independent groups which do not exchange electrons but

interact through the Coulombic field existing between their

respective eharge distributj-ons. The first group is the

symmetric chromophore which absorbs energy and the second

one consists of a dissymmetrj-c molecular environment of

substj-tuents. From the developments of the theory of
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optical activity, two simple limiting mechanisms of optical

activity emerge

In the first mechanism, the substituents perturb the

chromophore, iD other words the Coulombic field produced by

the dissymmetric charge distribution of the substituents

mixes the electric and magnetic transitj-on dipole moments of

the chromophore. This is the so-called one-electron theory

or static coupling theory3,8, I 0. Inctuded in this mechanism

is the extensively used Octant rule which has provided

Í-mportant stereochemical information2 0 . The coupled electric

and magnetic transition dipole moments have a rotational

strength of equal magni-tude but different sign. The

absorption unã circular dichroj-sm spectrum envelopes arle

similar.
In the second mechanism, cal1ed the dynamic coupling

theoryk, the chromophore perturbs the substituents. The

charge dístribution of the chromophore transition dipole

moment induces an electrlc dipole in the substituent group

through the Coulomb potential existing between these two

groups. The dynamic coupling theory can be sub-divided into

two cases according to whether the considered transition in

the chromophore is magnetic-dipole allowed as in the U-m

mechani-sml I , t 6 or electri-c-dipole allowed as in the coupled

oscillator theory+. The resulting circuLar dichroism spectrum

for each transj-tion will behave similarly to that observed in

the one-electron mechanism. In this thesis, w€ will be mainly

concerned with the coupled-osciLlator mechanism and, in

particular, its extensj-on to the degenerate coupled-oscillator

or excj-ton theoryLT-Ls in which the substituent group has

become a" light-absorbing group identical to the chromophore.

It follows that the excited states of the whole molecule are

degenerate.
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2, DEGENERATE COUPLED OSCILLATORS

2 1 Exciton theorv

The exciton concept was introduced by Frenkel2 t in

1931. Although the iclea was f irst applied to mol-ecular

crystals, the exciton phenomenon has extended its range of

application to a wide variety of problems22-26 and, in

parti-cular has given promising results in the biological

fietd2?-2s. Exciton has been associated with energy transfer

in wave packets of excitation2 r . There is a rapid transfer

of energy (lot t to lol s sec-L )27 by a rad'iati-onless process

between the donor and the acceptor molecules during the

excitation lifetime of the donor before the emission of à

'ophoton takes p1ace. Long range interactions of up to 6OA has

been shown to occur2 q . The nature of exciton interactions

will be analysed through the study of dimeric aggregates.

The dimér model consists of two i-dentical mol-ecules A

and B which are in a fixed spatial arrangement. There exists

a symmetry operation which exchanges molecules A and B. The

molecules are assumed to interact through a purely electronic

mechanism.

If the coupling between the two molecules is weak, the

total di-merj-c Hamiltonian can be separated as f ol1ows:

H = HA + HB + VAB e,f)

HA and HB represent the monomeric Hamiltonians and VAB

represents the interactions between the two moieties of the

dimer. The ground state wave function, Yo, for the dimer is

written as Yo = rliVi, whereas the excited state is degenerate

because it can result on excitation within mol-ecule A or

within molecule B

A B .A.B
Vá = üi;ùñ ; üu = üilü; Q.2)



The functions ,þA and VB refer to monomeric wave functions.

The subscrlpts N and M stand for ground state and excited

state respectively. The total wave functic¡n Y" can be

constructed as a linear combination of the unperturbed

excited state functions Ua and V6

HAA

HAB

HAB

5

(2.4)

(2.5)

Y
M

t tÞ¡ ) (2.3 )

+
where C- are normalizi-ng factors. The secular determinant for

the dimer is written as

+
c- (ü"+

Hoo-E
=0

HBB
00

H -E

It follows that

< vfi,r,fi ¡ HA + HB * vAB I ,pfiui I

({,filHAl {,fi) + ({,llHB l,Þl) + r,pfi,r,filuou t.r,fiuil

In equation (2.5) the first term (VfilHAlVfi) = Efi represents

the excited. energy of the transitj-on Ufi * Uft ot molecule A;

the term (,þllHBl,!l) = El represents the ground state energy of

molecule B; the last term is the Coulombic interaction V"

between molecule A in the excited state and molecule B in

the ground state. Following the usual procedurerthe

determinant in equation (2.4) is reduced to

AE-V -E VABc
-0 (2,6)

AB AE-V Ec

where V
AB

(2.7)

represents the interchange of energy between the molecules

A and B, the so-called resonance or excj-ton coupling energy;

AE = Efi nft rep"esents the energy c¡f the transition rllfi *. U*

HAA

V

<vfi,r,i uou 1,r,ft,r,fl1
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From the above determinant we found the eigenvalues of the

system
_tE- = 

^E 
- vc * Vtr (2.8)

The corresponding eigenfunctions for E+ and E- are:

* -lz- = 2 '"(þ^ t üu) (2.e)

The electric transition dipole moment for a transition

*"* * Yo is given bY

vto

(YMt lü
->where U is the electric dipole operator. For the dimer

considered, j-t takes the f orm

The dipole strengths

and are defined as

gf onaracterize the absorption spectrum

J

Ð-

(Yr*lñlYo)t+t
u¡a

mB
->
Ps)x

->
(Rs

where ño anO ñu are intrinsic magnetic dipole operators

lvo)
+!
uM

-l¿ -> +e '"(Ut t t¡s)
+t
uM

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.14)

]

= u2[1 t sin 0B cos(0A-08)] (2.r2)

where 0, Q give the orientation of ü in a spherical

coordinate system. The axes of the right handed coordinate

system are chosen so that üo is in the x y plane and the

distance vector separating the two coupled group A and B,
++->defined by Èrrs = ñ, - ÈA, is along the x axis (R = lñABl).

The rotatlonal strengtfr 3i fox a transi-tion *"t * Yo is

gt = r*(ür'.ñ"t) (z.ra)

2

+
nd an"e the electri-c and the magnetic transition

dipole moment respectively, and are defined asa

+1
uM

->
mMa

+t
uM

(Y.lülnot, mM

The magnetic dipole operatorlI,30r3I is given by

++ m. +
ll'ñ J.fu {(ñ¡, x Ëe)

->
+ (2.15)
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relative to their respectì-ve monomer center of gravity,
+++->
pO anO ÞB are momentum operators and Ro and Rt are the

distance vectors from an arbitrary origin to the center of

gravity of group A and B respectively. fn the case of strong

transitions and of optically inactive monomers, the intrinsic

magnetic dipole operators can be neglected I I 
' 

3 0 ,3 l. With the

use of the formula fro = (-zriry)T"üo, "where To is the

frequency of transition i-n cm-r, the magnetic transition

dipole moment becomes

ñ"t = z-'lrinïo {(ña¡ x üA) ; (ñ¿,s * ü¡)} (2.t6)

Using equations (2,11-), (2.13), (2,I5) and the fact that

(v"lülnrt) = -(YrtlülY") the rotationar strengths ar.e given by

N = tz-tnTo(üA.ñABxt¡) = t2-tnToRp2sinQocosou Q,rl)

It can be shown that the conservation laws for both dipole

strength and rotational strength hold;

Ð+ +S- = Zr, an¿ tr *fr = o (2.r8)

The spectrum of the dimer consists of two absorption bands, of

energies E+ and E-, separated by the exciton coupling energy,

Vl¡. This last term can be calculated using the point-dipole

formula
1f-**v¡,¡ = #[eun R2 l

Ves = S I sin o, cos(ôr-Qz) 3sin0 rs j-n0zcos0 rcos0z I (2,I9)

Although the point-dipole approximation can lead to errors in

the absolute magnitude of VAB, if the molecules A and B are j.n

close proximity to each other, it will give nevertheless the

sense of splitting. Figure 2,L presents the optical

properties for a, given orientatlon of the monomeric transition

moments in a dimer. At the top of figure 2.1, is represented
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the relative orientation of the electric transition dipole

moments of the two molecul-es A and B. In the center are

represented the two possible combinations of the monomeric

transition moments (in-phase combination in I and

out-of-phase combination in II) as well as the total electric

transition dipole moments. We can see that f,+ and f,- are

polarised perpendicularly to each other. At the bottom left

of figure 2,I is to be found the schematic energy level

diagram which shows the relative energy positions of the

three wave functions, \þn, .þfi and ü1, before exciton coupling,

and the energy positions of the final wave functJ-ons,
+Yo, YM' and YM , after exciton coupling. The dipole-dipole

interaction i" repulsive in I and attractive in II. Thus,

the energy of the combi.nation I is higher than that of

combination ïI; accord.ingf y, E+ j-s higher than n-(l+>l-).

At the bottom right of figure 2,L, the absorption frequencies,

dipole strengths and rotational strengths are represented.

The sign of the CD bands can be easily determined by looking

at the torsion angle between the two monomeric transition

moment arrows.rr If we consid.er the total transition moment

-'+
ú' as the axis of a cylinder and the two momomeric transltion

++
moments úo anO úB as tangents to this cylinder, for the

in-phase combination (I) iO tnO f,U appear to wind around one

another in a right handed Sense, therefore the corresponding

CD is positive. For the out-of-phase combination (II), the

corresponding CD is negative.

2.2 Vibronic exciton theorv

The exciton theory has been developed3 2 almost

exclusively in the fixed nuclei approximation (Born-Oppenheimer

approximations 3 ¡, in which the change in the position of the
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nuclei during electronic excitation may be neglected. Although

the exciton theory gives a rather good representation of the

phenomenon occurring in the case of polymers3rtr3s and indeed

dimers36-42, in particuLar when the transitj-ons considered

are strongly all-owed, there have been several observations43-46

that cannot be explained by this simple theory, even

qualitatively, but require the inclusion of the vibratj-onal

motions. We can add, that, because most electronic band

envelopes show a vibrational structure, molecular vibrations

have to be taken into account in order to make a quantJ-tative

and detailed application of the exciton theory. T\uo limiting

behaviour for, the spectrum of a dimer have been foundaT.

In the first one, the exciton coupling energy, VAB is strong

and much larger than the vibrational energyaB. The shape of

the vibronic levels is determined by el-ectronic considerations.

fn the strong limit, the dimerj-c spectrum obeys the

Born-Oppenheimer approximation+7 '+e. In the second limit, the

weak coupling, VAB is smalI in comparison with the vibrational

energy and the spectral changes are confined to vibrational

details. Between these two Iimits the lntermediate coupling,

which covers the majority of cases, corresponds to the break

down of the Born-Oppenheimer separability of the electronic

and vi-brational wave functions. The indivi-dual vibroni-c

levels of the interacting molecules perturb one another; it

foll-ows that the general envelope pattern of the optical

spectrum is rather confused 2 7 
.

However the inclusion of molecular vibrations in the

exciton theory is not straightforward s 0 . This explains the

widespread interest for the development of the vibronic

exciton theory around 1960.3 8 r rr3, hs r r+s r s I-srr Although more

recent attempts have been made to improve the modelss-60
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the strength of the theory developed by Ful-ton and

Goutermans3,str lies in its simplicity, completeness and

practical application. This theory will be used in this
thesis for the calculation of dimeric spectra. The theory

refers to vibronic coupling, that is, the interactj-ons between

the vibrational and electronic motions in molecules. In

addition to the assumptions prevlously made for our dimer

model, 1t is assumed that each moiety behaves as an harmonic

oscil-lator with only one fundamental vibrational mode Q; the

relative motion of their centers of gravity is confined to a

single degree _-of freedom, the variable distance between them.

A further simplification needs to be made in order to
successfully äomplete the mathematicaL d.evelopment of the

vj-bronic coupling theory: this is the crude adiabatic

approximation in which the nuclear coordj-nates have been fixed

at an equilibrium position Qo. Therefore the el-ectronic wave

functions wiIl depend soleIy on the electronic coordj.natess0.

It f ol-lows that f or non-interactj-ng 'molecules, the vibrational
wave functions are determined by the following vibrational
Hamiltonianss3rsq

Ho=

and Ht

(2iv1)-t (p)' +

(2M)-t(p)'+

,tk(Q)2

l,tk(Q)2 +

in
lQ in

the

the

ground state,
excited state. (2.2O)

P and It{ are the momentum and effective mass of the nuclei

respectively and k is the force constant for the vibrational
mode a. The only effect which electronic excitation has on

the mol-ecular vibratj-on is that it produces a displacement of

the equilibrium positi-on, 1, between the ground and excited

states of the oscillator considered. When the two molecules

interact, àfl exciton coupling energy, VAB (see eqn. 2,2) is
introduced into the Hamiltonians (2.20) , Ful-ton and
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Gouterman have shown that the following reduced Hamiltonians

represent the solution to the vibronic problems h.

h' =',âl(p*)' + (q*)'l * Àq+

ht = r,tl(p-), + (q-) 21 + trq- t eG (2,2I)

where G is the symmetry operator between molecules A and B.

The set of coordinates p*, q+ and p-, q are associated with

symmetric and antisymmetric (or in-phase and out-of-phase)

modes of vibrations h. e which represents the energy

separation between coupled states and À which represents the

nuclear displacement ate dimensi-onless variables and are

defined ass +

e = (hw)-tVOu and À - ^ -Lz(2lidhw') ''I (2.22)

The perturbatj-on methodr+ e ¡ 5 3 has shown that the eigenvalue

equations associated with h' and ht depend on three limiting

cases; the strong (e >>

weak coupling (e <<

quantitative theory development of Fulton and Goutermansa or

Merrifields2 will be fol-lowed. It was found that the electric

transition dipote moment for a transition nuut * Yoo is

ü

while the electric
q\ t - r-> tÐuu = luuv

+ oz
uv
dipol-e

(u¿ ) (2.23)

(2.24)

_r"b + -> ->
ucuo vo

+
B

strength is
2_ 2-r lbpo"uo= l 'tüo +

The U and. V subscripts stand for symmetric and antisymmetric

combinations of the vibration mode in the electronic excited
+state. b'o and avo- a.re vibrational wave function overlaps.

Furthermore, the energy l-eve1s in the excited state, which

correspond to V.,.,+ and V,,., , are separated by 2e, regardlessuv uv
of À54.

Weigang6r, using the coupled oscillator model,

extends the vibronic exciton theory to the cal-cul-ation of the
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circular d.ichroism spectrum of a dimer. The expression for

the rotational- strength is
G)"JGpvt = ! z-tTonlbpo.vo l'cüo.Èou * ir) (2.25)

where all quantities have been defined in paragraph 2.1.

From the expressions which defined the dipole (2,24) and the

rotational strength (2.25) we can see that, although the same

factor ¡uuo"uotl' governs the shape of the (+) and' (-)

components in both the absorption and the circular dichroism

spectra, significant differences in the overall shape of these

two kinds of spectrum can be found, due to the additive

character of the (+) and (-) bands in absorption and their

subtractive character in circular dichroism.

Theoretical absorption and CD spectra were calculated

by means of the computer program EXCITON (appendix C).

Gaussian bandshapes of the form shown iu equation (C.1) were

superposed on each computed l-ine spectra. The parameter I

was kept constant, âs in62

where X is the ratj-o of the (f ,0
in the monomeric spectrum. For

coupling parameter, e, and the a

of the dimer were varied until t

coincided with the exPerimental

only e was a variable Parameter,

two moieties was set to-9O9-i-n or

fx

) to the (0,0) band intensities

absorpt j-on, the exciton

ngle between the two moieties

he theoretical spectrum

one. For circular dichroism,

v¿hile the angle between the

sati sfy equation 2.18.
'.,.. __-¿-i,-¿^

We should point out that for the (+) component, the effect of

increasing the value of e does not result in a shift of a band

of constant structure, as is frequently suggested, but rather

a redistribution of intensity from lower to higher energy

vibronic bands. For the (-) component, as e increases, the
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distribution of

similar to that

intensity remai-ns practically constant and

of the monomeric spectrum.
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CHAPT E R II

Vibronic Exciton Coupling

in Dinucleo sides
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3. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this research will be to extend the

experimental application of the vibronic exciton theory to

circular dichroism spectroscopy. Indeed, the validity and

the importance of this theory have been already demonstrated

in its application to absorption spectroscopyr-7. Although

one recent researchs's, devoted to exploring this particular

problem did involve the use of c j-rcular dichroi-sm spectroscopy,

the results obtained. did not permit any definitive conclusi-ons

regarding the validity of the vibronlc exciton theory. Thj-s

was due to the particular choice of molecule considered having

fat too complicated a spectrum, âS wel-l aS the procedure

followed in the calculati-ons. We will follow the procedure

which has been evolved for use in absorption spectroscopy.

The strength of this procedure based on the vibronic

character of the spectrum lj-es in the minlmization of the

number of parameters required (cf. appendix C).

The choj-ce of example of application is limited

because of the requirement of optical actlvity as welÌ as the

need of large spectral change on dimerization. The first

requi-rement cal1s for the use of dissymmetric molecules and

this is not the case with the dimeric dyes used previously

in absorption spectroscopy. The second requirement can be

partially met if one uses molecules in which transitions ate

strongly allowed. We can add that, aS was the case with

absorption, the optical properties of the molecule must be

well known. This task is made easier if the molecules

considered show a simple spectrum with no overlapping bands.
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3.1 The Nucleic Acids and their Constituents

Nucleic Acids provi-de ideal subjects for study due to

the number of molecules possessing optical activity and

above al-I because the number of studies devoted to them

provides us with a valuable source of comparison.

The importance of Nucleic Acids resides in the fact

th,at they constitute the genetic material- of the living cell

and are responsible for the storage and the transmission of

the genetic information. The determlnation of the structure

of Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) has been the subject of

numerous investigationsl0-ls which have supplied enough

valuable info¡mation to enable Watson and Crickl 6 to build a

model of DNA. DNA (as does RNA) consists of two strands

containing four bases: adenine, guanine, cytosine and

thymine (uracyl in RNA). Each base is attached to a

D-deoxyribose (D-rj-bose for RNA) and this constitutes then à

so called nucleoside. These are linked together by a

phosphate group, thus forming the strand of Nucleic Acids.

The two strands run antj-paralle1 in a right-handed sense,

thus constituting a regular double hel-ix, iD which the bases

on one strand form hydrogen bonds with those of the other

strand so that the purine bases adenine and guanine are

paired with the pyrimidine bases thymine and cytosine

respectively.

Molecules as simple as dinucleosides can constitute a

model for the understanding of more complex polymeis. In

fact, they are the smallest units which offer the base-base

interacti-ons characteristic of the polynucleotides. Of the

homodimers, adenylyl-(3'-5')-adenosine (APA) and

guanylyl-(3'-5')-guanosine (GPG) seem to respond best to the
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previ-ous1y formulated requirement necessary for the application

of the vibroni-c exciton theory to CD. They possess optical

activity, their transitions ate strongly allowed and the

changes occurring in the CD as well as in the absorpti-on

spectra on dimerízatlon a"Te by far the most marked of all the

dinucleosidesl 7, I 8. Their near U-V absorption spectra are

well defined and this spectrum range has the advantage of

presenting a limited amount of spectral noj-se in CD

measurements. As we have previously emphasized, a study of

dimeric molecules cannot be undertaken without " q939

understanding of the optical properties of their monomeric

eonstituen The purines, adenj-ne and guanine, not only

satisfy the abo condj-tions but furthermore, from a

theoretical point of view, they have been the mosd'-exhaustively
'-___r'-.=__-__

studied biomoleculesr e 
.

'J ( q,o A-.-,( Lz
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4 NUCLEOSIDES

The adenj-ne and guanine bases are cyclic and planar

molecules. The coordinates of all atoms have been well

documented, in particular by Voet and Rich2 0 . They are

drawn to scale in figure 4.I.

4,I Electronic Properties of Adenine

Correlation of the transitions of adenine with those of
benzene were made by Mason2 I and Clark and Tinoco2 2 . The

260 nm band is shown to be composite2l,22 and includes two

transiti-ons: the B and B bands22. Experimentally, the2U 1U

characteristic magnetì-c circular dichroism (MCD) spectrum

confirms the presence of these two nearby transitions23 '24 ,

Numerous theoretical studies of the adenine molecule have been

carried out using a variety of methods such as, the simple

HückeI î electron model2s '26 , the self-consistent field
theory27,3t+ , the all valence electron calculation3s-37 and

finally the all electron Ab-Initio calculations3s'3s.

{11!_""e1 3 1-ot o! ,_q_-o_q!ro_v_91sy-- exists_.a_Þou_t __t}e'.poÞlti94_?nd
'the relative intensi *

_t_y- o_f _tþ9_n+n_ tl3nsitions, there is
general agreement about the number of these transitions
(table 4.r). The existence of n*n* transitions has been the

object of more recent cal-culations37,40. They have been

postulated to explaì-n some unresolved phenomena in the.

optical spectra2 3, 4 I -4 4' r 2s, The assumptions based on _their
presence a.re often questionable due to the low intensity
these transitions, the fact that their observati-ons have

Iaboratori-esr+ I , .' s

be subject to

ar.e resolved into

of

been

isolated and not reproduced in different
and that their methods of deduction can

criticism: for example when the spectra
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Table 4.1 CALCULATED TRANSITION MOMENTS OF ADENINE

C4-C5 axis.
The adenine

2T

Positive
base is

-"?7

a - The angle is measured relative to the
angles are measured counterclockwise.
oriented as shown in figure 4.L.

It{ethods of
Calculation

Calculated
Energy (eV)

Oscil-1ator
Strength

Transition
Moment

aul_rectr_on

References

LCAO_SCF-CI

SCF-LCAO-

MO-CI

SCF-CM

PPP-MO

SCF

t6

5.2
5.5

4.8
5.0
5.8

4,45
4.81
5.61

4,69
4,87
5.89
6.01

4.5
5. O1

5.83

0.011
0.498
o.777

o.4
0.3
0.5

I
1

2

o

0

o

0.006
o.2r
0.39

0. 02

o.20
o .40
0. 08

-L440
-59 o

-780

+BT o

-129 o

-920

-30 0

-TT2O

-]-620
-r440
+110o

-28 .4
+60.6

-44,4

30

31

29

L7

22
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P-9 re electronic transitions of gaussian shapes on a

wavelength scale+4. Finally the correlation between

different moleculesh 6 must be made with càre. In particular

the shoulder around 265 nm in the absorption and the MCD

*
spectrum of adenine has been attributed to a n+'rT transition;

ated that adenine exists in

different tautomeric forms+7 which is not the case with

adenosine or AMP. This casts doubt on a1l- information

aris,i-ng _ f rom the interpretation of the adenine spectra. In

conclusion, although we cannot ignore the presence of the

,r*n* transitions because they can account for a large patt

of the CD spectrum, as in the case of the polypeptides, w€

must rety on ãbservable facts and till now no clear and

direct evidence has been given to prove their existence,

especially in the near U-V reglon.

One important parameter for the interpretation of the

optical spectra is the direction of polati-zation of the

transition. It can be obtained either by theoretical

calculations (table 4.L) or by experimental methods such as

the polarised absorption and the polarised reflection of a

single crystalqo. In spite of the fact that they require us

make some assumptions4 I , these two experimental- methods aTe

by far the most aecurate compared to others which only give

relati-ve transition dlrections. These other methods include

the polarised absorption measurement of stretched films+e

and the polarised fluorescence measurementso "t, to which we

càn add the method used by Mason2 I which is based on the

study of the effects of various substituents on the

absorption spectrum.

to
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4.2 Analysis of the Optical Spectra

4.2.1 Adenosine

Figure 4.2 shows the absorption, CD and llnear

dichroism spectra of adenosine. The diamond symbols correspond

to the measured dichroic ratio j-n stretched fil-m, defined as

the ratio of absorbance with light polarised paralle1 and

perpendicular with respect to the direction of stretch

(cf. appendix B) . All of these spectra are in concordance

with previous experimental studies24' +6' 4 s . Molecular spectra

will be interpreted through their vibronic eharacter. Although

molecules possess a" number of vibrational modes, it has been

shown that a single vibrational- mode dominates the transition

and it was assumed to be the totally symmetric vibrational

mode for planar organic aromatic moleculess 2 ' s 3 . The curve

fitting method described in the appendix C has been

successfully applied to fit the absorption spectra of many

moLeculesl-s'sf and will be applied to circutar dichroism

spectra. In lact as formulated by Moffit and Moscowitzss and

later by Harnung et uf,t6, the shape of both the absorption

and circular dichroism bands have identical. sources. Thus we

will analyse the circular dichroi-sm spectra into separate

bands in the same way as \rye did for the absorption spectra.

Furthermore, the parameters characterj-sing the shape of the

spectra that is to sâyr bg the bandwidth at half maximum, V

the separation between bands, X the ratio of the (1.0) to

(O.O) band and loo the posi-tion of the (O.O) band. should be

similar in the two spectroscopic methods. To restrain the

number of indetermination of the fitting method, we fix the

value of the separation between band.s, V, at 1340 cm-r which

is the frequency of tbe most intense band of the Raman
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spectrum of adenosine and AMP5 7 and it represents the

totally symmetric mode of vibration. Only the part of the

spectrum whose wavenumbers are less than 40,OOO cm-t is

retained because of the proximity of a higher energy

transition which can add its contribution to the X band. Its

presence is manifest if one looks at the drop of the dichroic

ratio in this regi-on of the spectrum (fig. 4.2). Comparison

of the absorbance and CD spectra of adenosine reveals that one

speetrum j-s shifted by about 7OO cm-t in relation to the other.

In a. first approximation we can assume that the two spectra

are produced by two separate vibronic transitions and each

spectrum is fitted to an harmonic progression of gaussian

bands with the aid of the curve fì-tting procedure described in

the appendix C. The next step is to i-nclude both progressions

in each spectrum with the restriction of using the same value

of the parameter bg. For the absorption spectrum, the

intensity of the 1ow energy progression turns out to þe

negligeablg; a result which is confirmed by the'linearity of

the dichroj-c ratio in this part of the spectrum. On the

other hand, the CD spectrum is dominated by the Iow energy

progression but the high energy one brings a small contribution

to the overall envelope. The fitted isotropic absorption and

circular dichroism spectra are represented in figure 4,2.

The parameters pertaining to the absorption and CD spectra

of adenosine àre shown i-n tab:--e 4.2 and defined in ar:pendix D.

4,2.2 Adenosine Derivatlves

The interpretation of the presence of two transitions

in the X band wlll be tested on some adenoslne derivatives.

The behaviour of AMP is di-fferent from the one of adenosine

as can be seen in figure 4,3, In fact, the absorption and CD



TAbTE 4.2 RESULTS OF FITTING SPECTRA TO TWO VIBRONIC PROGRESSIONS.

(Figures in brackets are lj-near estimates of the standard deviations of the
best-fit parameters).

t\t
Ctt

trans-Pt adenosine

36A70 (eo)

36,460 ( 10O )

1.78(.30)

1.eo(.06)

2260 (200 )

1570 ( 140 )

o.42

0.69

L.27

1 .31

L2

7.6

cis-Pt adenosine

35/300 ( 100 )

36,900 ( 80 )

r .76 ( .08)

t.67 (.04)

227O ( 200 )

t720 ( 200 )

o.29

o,76

2.O2-2.O7

0-0.05

28

0-0.3

AMP

36þ00 ( 100 )

32100 (50 )

1.50(.07)

7.48 ( .04)

2260 (5O)

167O ( 1O0 )

r.66

0.33

3. 18

>104

7.6

Adenosine

36foo ( 100 )

32100 ( 60 )

r .50 ( .07)

1.48(.05)

2260 (65)

t67O ( 110 )

I .59

I.97-2.27

0-0.30

>looa

o-0.75

v
(1)

(2)
(cm-t )

(cm-t )
(1)

(2)

oo

v oo

X

X

(be)"¡"{cm-r)

(o*).o{cm-r )

d 1 )xlo3 t (.g" units)

S(')x1o3 t ("g" units)

-41)xtouo ("g" units)

-s.irz 
)xrou o ("g" units)

(g(1, = nffi)los

(e(z) = æ=)10,\Þ -s2)

a -Estimated value of g considering a minimum observable value for Sof O.OI O.O2 x 1O-3s.
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envelopes are sj-miIar and originate f rom the sante high energy

vibronic transition as does the absorption spectrum of

adenosj-ne. As for the platinum-adenosine complexes, their

linear dichroism spectra in figures4.4 and 4.5 clearly reveal

the presence of two transitions in the X band with the drop of

the dichroic ratio at lower energy. This is also confirmed by

the greater width of the envelope spectrum in both absorption

and CD. The curve fitting procedure is performed using two

vibronic progressj-ons in which the parameter V is taken to be

the one of adenosine, assuming that complexing to platJ-num

woul-d not change significantly the vibrational energyss,ss.

Looking at the parameters of Table 4.2, we can make

some interestîng observations. FirstÌy, for adenosine and

AI\,IP, the two transition.s àre separated by about 7OQ "*-t; \

this is in total concordance with phosphorescence resul-ts for

adenosine and AMP that show clearly a main vj-brational

progression of about 13OO 14OO cm-r with weaker peaks
5l 60

appearing at multiples of 7OO cm-I ' .-, Secondly, the

position and relative intensity of the two transitions are in

perfect agreement with those of the n*n* transitions'predicted

theoretically (see tabl-e 4,I) and found experimentally in

single crystal studj-esas. Because of the reasonably good fit

of these spectra and also the consi-stency for the adenosine

derivatives of the various parameters generating the

envelope spectra of these two progressions, the suggestion of

the presence of ,r*n* transitions is not supported iust as it

has been already refuted in linear dichroisffiu', emissions r 
,

CD23,2+ and MCD studies of adenosine.

It has been theoretical

transitions interacting in t

magnetj-c field will produce

he pre sence of

that two

an external
e4;: ,ì) "r,o*n

a MCD spectrum composed of two
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bands of equal intensitY but different signs and located at

the frequencies of the transj-tions considered. We have used

the two progressions present in the adenosine spectrum, of

equal intensity but of opposite sign, to generate a

theoretical MCD spectrum. Figure 4.6 shows the computed

MCD spectrum of adenosine as well aS two experimental ones,

taken from published resul-ts on adenosine2s'24 and normalised

to the magnitude of the calculated negative trough. The

rather close agreement between experimental and cal-culated

MCD spectra provides more evi-dence in favour of our

interpretation and shows clearly that the maxima in the

,'S-shaped" band may not correspond to those of the individual

transitions.

4,2.3 Polarisation of the Different Transitions

As it was previously emphasi-zed, the direct j-on of

pol.arÍ'zation of the transitions is of key importance in

d.etermining the mechanisms behind the production of optical

activity. The stretched film method used j-n this work has

proved far more powerful than other linear dichroism

techniques such as flow or electric dichroism, chiefly by the

fact of the high degree of orientation obtained. This can be

very significant for molecules of lower symmetry62. It is

also a relatively simple method to use and a satisfactory

Ievel of reproductj-on can be obtained63. Although an exact

description of the orientation of small molecules embedded in

stretched polymer films is complex64, their long axis tends to

orient in ^the di-rectlon of stretch6s' €þ9-p-o:slfi.v-e-vafue of

the dichroÍc ratio for the 260 nm absorption band indlcates,

with regard. to the definition of the dichroic ratio, th.at

the corresponding transition is more or less long axis
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polari-sed. The drop of the dichroic ratio on either side of
\ -,-- ___

this transition, a drop which is particularly obvious for the

platinum adenosine complexes (fig, 4.4 and 4.5), suggests the

presence of short axi-s polarised transitions. Although this

is merely a rough determination, this interpretation of the

polarization dlrection is fully consistent with previous

determinationshl'rrs'4e. One can conclude that both
'transj-tions i-n the X band are perpendicular to one another,

with the long axis polarised transition occuring at hlgher

energy than the short axis polarised transition. Although our

study is restricted to the near V region of the spectrum

(for wavenumbers less than 40,OOO cm-t), the comparison

between the fitted and experimental absorption and CD spectra

reveals the presence at higher energies of à third transitj-on

which is polarised along the short axis of the base according

to the value of the dichroic ratj-o. The low intenslty of

this transition prevents us from analysing its spectrum but by

consideri-ng both the absorption and the CD spectra of

adenosine, it 1s estimated that its (0,0) band would be near

4I,5OO cm-t, a value that fits in with theoretical-

calculations3 6 and experi-mental CD measurements2+' +3' + 6.

4.3 Structure of the Nucleosi-des

4.3.1 Conf ì-guration at the Asymmetric Carþ_on

Now that we have studied the electronic properties of

the base itself , w€ have to consi-der it in its cl-ose

envj-ronment and investigate the possible perturbations that

could affect them. The base is linked in the ß or o

configuration to the sugar (ß stands for the attachment of

the base on the same side of the sugar ring as the C5'

carbon whereas o represents an attachment on the opposite side).
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4.3 .2 Conf ormation of the Susar Rine

Two possible sources of perturbation coming from the

sugar can be found. The first type of perturbation can be

caused by the puckering of the sugar: Four atoms of the

sugar ring form a plane while the fifth ring atom, C3r or C2' ,

is significantly dispJ-aced out of this plane either on the

same side of the C5'atom, âs in the endo conformation, or

on the opposite side, âs in the exo conformatj-on (figure 4,7a).

This has been investigated usi-ng X-ray measurements66'67.

Athtough there are a few exceptions6T'68, the C3' and, C2' endo

conformations ate the most commonly found. Nuclear magnetic

resonance (NIi4R) studj-es which have the advantage of being

carried out in aqueous solutj-on, confirm X-ray results but

clearly show the existence of a rapid C3' endo # C2 ' endo
. aoequl-Irþrr-um'-.

4.3.3 Relative Orientation Between Adenine Base and

Ribose Sugar

definition:

The cause of the second perturbation arises from the

rotation around the glycosyl bond, C1' to Ng, joining the

base to the sugar; this phenomenon received considerable

attention. As its influence wi1l be of major importance in

our study, wê give some definitions and examj-ne the present

state of research on this subject. The angle of rotation

around the CI ' to N9 bond will be expressed as Qa*t o , defined.

as the angle between the plane of the base and the plane

formed by the CI' to 01' bond of the sugar and the Cl-' to N9

bond. QC" wi-ll be equal to zero when the sugar bond CI' to

Of is cis-planar to bond Ng to CB of the base and wil-l be
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FTG.4.7.a CONFORMATTON OF THE SUGAR RING.
The sugar rings are ln the p confÍguration.
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positive for a. clockwise rotation of the C1' to 01' bond when

viewing from C1 ' to N9 (f igure 4.7b).

- NMR spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction as methods

of investigation.

For this problem, NMR 1s the most reliable method of

investigation. It ind j-cates wi-thout any ambiguity that

adenosine compounds are mainly i-n the anti conformationT t

1+150 < Qcu < -75o¡zo. AMP has been the principal target of

investigationTt ¡72. Its phosphate group was located in close

proximity to the H8 proton of the base. Barty et a7,73'r24,

taking advantage of the induced shifts caused by the binding

of lanthanide ions, were able to ascertain a mean rotation

angle QCU of -1-2o t I2o for AMP by a computational method.

Atthough the direct application of X-ray diffraction

results to aqueous solution i-s limited, X-ray can provide

accurate information about the coordinates of atoms and is a

starting poì-nt f or theoretical cal-culations. Measurements

had been conducted on numerous crystals; the angles of

rotation, 0C*, obtained for these crystals as well as their

sugar conformations are presented in table 4.3. The

crystallographic survey shows the predominance of the

anti conformation associ-ated with a C3 ' endo puckering of the

sugar. Some syn conformations (1050 < Ôcn < 195o¡zo have

been found but they were alt related to special structural

reasons, âs in 8-bromoadenosineTa,

5' -methylammonium-5-deoxyadenosineT u or 3' -O-acetyladenosi-ne7 6,

Empirical calculations have been carried out in order

to evaluate the rotational barrier existing between the anti

and syn conformations. The first and simplest method is the

"Ìrard sphere" approximation developed by Haschemeyer and
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TAb].C 4,3 PUCKERING OF THE SUGAR AND THE GLYCOSYL TORSION

ANGLE ocN.

a - from table III of reference 67.
b - from figure 5 of reference 67,
c - from reference 90, p. IO24.
d - The pubtished torsional angle X was converted to

OcN (Qcu = -x).

Compound Conformation
of the sugar

d
Qmr'

(degree )

References

Adenosine 3' -phosphate
dihydrate (3'-AMP)

Adenosine i-n comPlex
with 5-Bromouridi-ne

Adenosine 5'-phosPhate
monohydrate (5'-AMP)

Adenosj-ne 3' r5 r-cYclic
phosphate (3',5'-AMP)

Deoxyadenosine (dA)

Adenylyl 2'-phosphate
5'-uridine
tetrahydrate
(A2' p5'U-A)

A-DNA

lO.RNA

11-RNA

A-RNA

C3 | endo

C3' endo

C3 rendo

C3' endo

c3 l

c2'

exo

endo

c3 l

c3 l

c3 l

c3'

endo

endo

endo

endo

-3 .8

-r2 .4

-25,7

-50. o

-10.9

-54.6

-L4

-6

-11

-I4

a,

a

a

a,

a

a
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b

b
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Rich77. Crystallographic d.ata enabled them to evaLuate the

sterically "affowed" conformations using criteria for minimal

contact distances, based on accepted Van der Waals radii,

between various atoms of the sugar and the base. The map in

figure 4.8 represents the interaction distances between

various atoms of the sugar and the purine base function of

the torsion angle ôcl¡. This calcul-ation as well as others

based on the same model are consistent wj-th experimental

measurementsTs. It{ore el-aborate methods, such as the

calculation of the potential energy of the systemT s 
' 
I 0 or a

more rigorous quantum mechanical calculatj-on8 I were performed

but no new information was obtained except perhaps further
,,

proof of the predominance of the anti conformation although

the steric barrier to the syn conformation was rather smal-I.

circular dichroism (CD)

The third method used to determine the extent of perturbation

caused by the sugar is circular dichroism (or ORD). This

spectral method is not only dependent on the magnitude of the

transition dipole moment of the base, âs in the case of

absorption spectroscopy, but by definition circular

dichroism has the advantage of being sensitive to conformation

through the geometrical relationship that exists between the

transition dipoJ-e moments in the base and the perturbing

sugar. Because of this dependence on the sugar-base geometry

and in spite of the relatively large difference betv¡een their

dipole strength, either or both the transitions in the X-band

of adenine may contribute significantly to the CD spectrum.

Although this method is more appealing than NMR from the

experimental point of vj-ew, the interpretation of the CD

spectrum is not yet fully understood. At an early stage of
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development, detectJ-on of optical activity by the ORD

technique was only used to assign the q and ß configurations

of nucleosides and no resol-ution of the spectra was possible

because of the complexity of ORD curves as well as the 1ow

intensity of the si-gnal. Ulbrichts2 proposed the rule that

in purine, à p configuration is associated with a negative CD,

whereas an o confi-guration gives a positive CD. This was

confirmed by the ORD measurements of Nlshj-mura et af .8 3 and

also by Mites et al-.8 b wj-th circular dichroism detection.

Furthermore, relating the sign of the CD spectrum to the

torsion angle has been the target of much research. To

achieve this aim, one has to use nucleosides whose geometry is

known or has fu.n estimated. Extensi-ve works s , I6 on

cyclonucleosj-desu', having a fixed torsion angle, enabled us

to correlate the change in CD with different torsion angles.

But the results obtained cannot be applied directly to

ordinary nucleosides because of a possible perturbation to

the electronic properties of the chromophores caused by the

structural changes in these cycJ-onucleosides. The method of

steric restriction to a syn conformation, which is achieved

by introducing a bulky substj-tuent on the C8 atom of the

purj-ne24,84,86 (valid only if the substituent i-s not too

polari-zable) was more promising, as it enabled correlation

with theoretical calculations.

Eyrì-ng's team performed calculations based on the

coupled osclllator theory and using a bond-bond coupling

approachs B. TLre pyrimidine bases provided àn ideal subject

for the testing of thj-s theory because of the quite sim 1e

nature of thej-r electr-onic-spectrass. Although some ositive
results were obtained for the theoretical study of t

e over

,

purines84r87, the complexi-ty of their spectra and t
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sl_m

in the x band) prevented the elaboration of a definitive and

satisfying interpretation. A more recent calculation based

on the coupled oscill-ator theory and using thj-s time a
monopole-bond type coupling3 a brought an improvement over

previous attempts by the faet that the two transitions BZU and

BtU of the X band of the purines were included in the

calculation. A general agreement between theory and

experlment was found regarding the sign of the different
transitions, with the exception of guanosine. I{owever their
study shows the weakness of theoretical calculations in the

following respects: firstly the results depend on the choice

of monopotes îor the bases and of bond polarizabilities for the

sugar, a choice which was nei-ther obvious nor always

justifiable and secondly the parameters used in the calculation
need to be normal-ised to correspond to experimental vaIues37.

Steric hindrance which is caused by substituents

attached to the C2' and C3 | atoms of the sugar can constitute
another means of restricting the possible range of the

24
torsion angle QCN

4.3 .4 Correlation between Torsion Ansles and CD Spectra

We have seen previously that changes j-n the intenslty
and the positj-on of the maximum, as wel-l as the overall
shaþes of the adenosine nucleosides' CD spectra are to be

attributed to changes in the relative contribution to the

optì-ca1 activity of both the 1ow and high energy transitions.
A particular example of this modification in the CD spectrum

was given by the series of s and g nucl-eosides published by

Ingwallqh and reproduced in figure 4.9, The change of the

cD envelope (peak intensity and shift of the maximum position)

plification of the problem (considering only one transition
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in the ß series is linear with an lncrease in torsion angle,

i-f we interpret this phenomenon as being due to steric

hj-ndrance between the hydroxyl groups of the sugar and the

adenj-ne atoms. A fact which reinforces this interpretation

is shown by the CD of the q series which is the mirror-image

of the ß series, moving in the same direction in relatj-on to

steric hindrance. The fit of the CD spectra of these o and ß

conformers around 260 hfl, using the two vibronic progressions

which characterise the CD spectrum of adenosine and AMP,

turned out to be adequate. (It was pointed out that the

U-V spectra of these adenosine deri-vatj-ves were essentially

identicalh4.) The results of this deconvolution are given in

table 4.4. With the use of the conformation map in figure 4.8,

based on the hard sphere model and developed by Haschemeyer

and RichT 7, we àr^e able to assign a mean torsi-on angle to

each nucleoside considered. For these sterically restricted

compounds, the anti conformation is considered to be the only one

possible in relation with NMR and X-ray results of adenosine

nucleosides on this problem. (See paragraph 4.3.3.) We used

the C3' endo conformation for the ß anomers which i-s

consistent with the majority of crystal structures of

adenosine derivatives6T ltable 4,3). The range of angle, 0g¡,

for the two sets of anomers is taken to be enantiomeric. In

figure 4.10 we plotted the rotati-onal strength of the two

transitions as a function of the mid-point of the estimated

QCu range for each nucleoside. The broken line corresponds

to the tentative correlation between these points. \{hen this

correlation was established, adenoslne and its q enantiomer

were not taken into consideration, firstly because adenosine

ca,n exist in both the anti and the syn conformationse 0 and

secondly because the progressive change of the entire CD
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Table 4.4 CD SPECTRA Otr ANOMERIC PAIRS OF ADENINE

NUCLBOSIDES FITTED TO TWO VIBRONIC PROGRESSIONS.

B-D-Pentofuranoside of Adenine

Compound ß-Iyxo 9-ara ß-xylo ß-ribo

CD maximum

(nm)

257 257 ,5 259,5 264

R"( 
1) * 1o'' o

( cgs-esu )

o o -0.5 -I.7

%2) x 1040,

(cgs-esu)
-2,6 -4,3 -L .4 -0.6

o-D-Pentofuranoside of Adenine

Compound
o-1¡zxo q,-àta o-xy1o o,-ribo

CD maximum

(nm)

260 258.5 258 257

,Ul) x to'*o
( cgs-esu )

o,74 o. 16 o 0

$Jzl x roqo
( cgs-esu )

2.27 2,54 5.31 3,97

a From figures La and lb, p. 5490 of reference 44.
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envelope found when progressing from ß-ara to ß-xylo

nucleosides does not occur with adenosine at high energy

(fig, 4,9). We can test the precedent interpretation using

other nucl-eosides. From figure 4.9 , we can note that the CD

envelope of AMP follows the trend observed with the other

nucl-eosides. The magnitude of the rotatio na1 s!rçrqg th of the

tw<¡ transitions of AMP in tabl-e 4.2 , enables us to predict

from f igure 4.IO a torsion angle, Qcl¡, for AITIP around -22o,

value which is in perfect agreement with the X-ray data in

table 4.3 and near the expected value for an anti conformatj.on

which places the HB proton close to the 5'-phosphate

(see paragraph 4.3.3). What about Adenosine? It has been

establ-ished that it has a wide range of conformations wi.th a

preference for an anti .conformations0. with our/Á1rlo"1, we

find that the rotational strengths of the long and short axis

polari-sed transitions enabl-e us to estimate a torsion angle

of approximately -10o, which may be considered to represent

a reasonable weighted average angle for a1l- adenosine

conformerss0. It is al-so close to the torsion angle Qc*

found in polynucleotidesGT (see table 4,3). If we look at

published CD spectra of some other adenosine derivatives, we

can see that for example 2t- and 3'-methyl adenosinesa3 behave

similarly, by showing a shift of the position of the CD

maxi-mum to Iower energy and an absolute decrease in intensity

in going from 2'- to 3'-methyl adenosine. This rules out

possible interpretations concerni-ng the hydroxyl groups of

the sugar ivhich could be thought to have formed some kind of

interactj-on with the atoms of the adenine moiety and

reinforces the importance of steric effects. The modification

of the CD spectrum through steric effects can also be found

in pyrinridine nucleosides such as cytidine and
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ß-D-ara-cytidines I

and cr-D lyxo-, 0-D

or in uridine, S-D lyxo-, ß-D ara-uracyl

a;r^a-vr^a.cyl8 s 
.

4.4 A Theoretical Approach

4,4,1 A Simple l,{odel

Having established this empirical correlation, it

seems to us of interest to test it against theoretical

calculations. As we àre in the presence of a large el-ectric

dipole moment, the optical activity is developed mai-nly by

coupling the j-ntense transition moments of the base with

effective moments lnduced by them in the sugar through the

coupled oscill-ator mechanism. Thus, the expression for the

rotational strengthe2 of the interacting transition moments is

fl -q" R¡,s ( ur x ür)2T YÆ

hc
VAV¡ (4.1)

A çffi,va-vf,

where a1l symbols are as defined in appendix D. As we have

already pointed out, the results of elaborate theoretical

calculations depend on the cholce of initial parameters used

in the calculation such as the dipole strength and the

transition moment direction. Furthermore the magnitudes of

these parameters are adjusted to correspond to the experimental

values3¡+,8s,s0. This is why we ate only concerned with

justifying the trend observed in figure 4.10 and not about

the magnitude of the rotational- strength of the different

compounds. The coupled oscillator theory in its simplest

form seems to meet our needs and it has already been applied

with success to conformational problemss3re4. The equation

for the geometrical interdependence of the two coupled

transi-tion moments or "geometric factor", using a

dipole-dipole approximation, i""
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v¡,r Rer (er x
B [å A

->
e

-> -> +
3 (R¡3e6 ) (Renen Res(ea x e¡)

R 2 R 3
(4.2)

AB AB

++++
+ -> +

e ) B

+
where eA and eB are unit vectors oriented in the direction of

the interacting transition moments arra iou is the vector

distance cotrnecting the two coupled groups A and B. The

transition moments of the base an.e treated as point dipoles

and positioned at the center of the C4-C5 bond. Compounds

having different substituents on the C2' , C3' and even on the

C5' carbon of the sugar have similar CD spectra, j-n

particular intensity and overall shape: for example,

2' -3' -5' - o-triacetyl-adenosine, 2' -3'-o-diacetyl-adenosine,

2' -3'- o-isoprcpyl -5 ' acetyl -adenos ine , 2' -3'- o-isopropyl

adenosine2 4 or 2'-3 t-dideoxyadenosinee 6 . These

substituents are not likely to interfere wlth the range of

sterically allowed torsion angles because of their location

with regard to the sugar. This leads us to assume that the

j-nduced moment in the sugar is approximately the san¡e for

each anomeric set considered. Furthermore, it can be seen

that this assumption is supported by theoretical

calculationsr{0,8s. The details of the calculation of the

geometric factor aye described in the appendix E.

4,4,2 The f nduced lt{oment in the Sugar

Our main preoccupation has been to find an effective

moment (and in particular its direction) in the sugar moiety,

which is positioned at Cl I and whose interaction with the

transitions of the base reproduces the trend observed in

figure  .LO; that is to sâV¡ we were seeking to obtain, with

increasing the value of the torsion angle QcN, a decrease of

the calculated rotational strength for'the long axis

polarised transition of the adenosine base and a.n increase
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f or its short axis polar j-sed transitlon. I{e must add that

the choice of effective moment directions in the sugar is
particularly limited if one wants to satisfy, àI the same

time, the trend for the two transitions of the base. The

optimum resul-t for each transi-tj-on was normalised separately

(due to their different dipole strength) in order to compare

them wlth experimental rotational strengths. The fit in

figure 4.10 for the long axls polarised transitlon is

satisfactory both for the o and ß configurations. For the

short axis, âlthough the trend is present, agreement is

rather poor; thJ-s could be due to the simplicity of the

model used in particular in taking the position of the

induced moment origin at the CI' atom and not delocal-ized

over al-l the bonds of the sugar34,8s. The moment induced in

the sugar has its origin in Cl I and polnts towards the C2'

atom. It forms an angle with the C1 '-Ol-'-C4' plane of the

sugar as shown in figure 4.LI. This angle has approximately

a mirror-i-mage relatj-onship with respect to the base in the

o, and ß configurations. This j-s in perfect agreement with

the exo conformation found both experimentallytu and

theoretical1-ysT in the o nucleosides. (endo conformation

found for ß nucleosidestt.) The finding that the magnitude

of the experimental rotational- strength is more important for

the o, than the ß nucleosides can be explained by a decrease

of the angle defined by the induced moment and the plane of

the sugar in the case of the o¿ nucleosides. We can note

that this decrease in angle seems to be influenced by the

position of the C5' atom j-n relation to the sugar plane as

it can be seen in figure A.LI. It will be of vital interest

to verify experimentally the validity of this last statement;

if this is so, then the CD spectrum of the s-L and ß-O
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nucl-eosides should be the exact mirror image of the q-D and

ß-L nucleosides respectively and furthermore the intensity of

the 260 nm CD þand of the nucleosides in the 0 configuration

should be more intense than that of the ß configuration.

Although the CD spectrum of all the compounds mentioned have

not been studied So far in the case of the adenine base, the

above statement can be verified in the case of the guanine

basesa whose el-ectronlc transitions23'8 e¡ee are simil-ar to

those of adenine (see pa"tcagr.àp)e 4,6),

The coupled oscillator mode1, although used in its

simpler form, tvas able to reproduce the trend and signs of the

CD spectrum of the adenosine derivatives as a function of the

torsion angle, 0CN, and the results obtained were as satisfactory

as those obtained previously using a more elaborate mode1l00.

4,6 The Ge ometrv of the Pl-atinum-Adenosine Complex

Since 1969 when Rosember et al. I 0 I discovered that

cis-dj-amminedichloroplatinum(II ) showed antitumor activity

whereas the trans isomer was inactive, a great amount of

research was carried out using these productsl02'103 or

similar onesI04 in order to extend. their range of promising

anticancer activity. It was shown that the two isomers, the

cis and the trans platinum, were able to bind to DNAI0s and.

to individual basesr06. the si-te of reaction of the

platinum on the base has retained the attention of numerous

research laboratories and has been investj-gated using

various methodsl06-111. In short, it can be said that the

cis-ptatinum forms a bidentate chelate with either the 6NH2

group and the N? atom or the 6NH2 group and the NI atom of

adenosine and that the trans-isomer binds monofunctionally

to the N7 or the Nl atom of adenosi-ne. Determining the exact
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position of binding on the base is essential in order to find

ôut the mechanism of interaction of the platinum with the

dinucleosidell2 or DNAll3,IIa where the existence of

cross links Lretween the 6NHz group of adenine by the platinurn

was postulated.

Mason2 l was able to correlate the effect of various

substituents attached to the purines with the changes in their

absorption spectra. The use of this method will be most

useful in determining the position of attachment of the

platinum âs we have just examined the electronic properties

of adenosine and j-n particular the frequencies and

polari-zation of the different transitions. From table 4,2,

we can see that, otr binding of the platinum to the base, the

shift to the red (or bathochromic effect) of the low energy

transition of adenine (^i : 1OOO cm-r ) is more important than

the shift of the high energy transition (AT : 600 cm-l ) . In

the same wâVr we observe a hyperehromic effect for the low

energy transition on binding of the pl-atinum. All of these

correlations, in which the l-ow energy transition polarised

along the short axis of the adenine base is more affected on

the platinum binding than the high energy transition polarised

along the long axj-s of adenine, imply that the NZ atom,

transversally disposed in rel-ation to the long axis of the

molecule, wj.1l be a more favourabl-e binding position than the

Nl atom, longitudinally disposed. Moreover, Iooking at

tabl-e 4.2 we can see that for both transltions the anisotropy

factor g, which we showed (appena.O) as being dependent only on

geometrical factors, is similar for adenosine and cis-platinum

adenosine complex on the one hand and similar for AMP and

trans-pl-atinum adenosine complex on the other. As it was
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emphasized that the magnitude of CD spectrum is a good

estimation of the torsion ang1e, QCN, between the base and the

sugar, it can be inferred that the similarity in g values also

ref lects a similarity in Qcu values. The b j-dentate

cis-platinum binds to the 6NH2 group as well as to the N7

atom of the adenosine. It follows that the Square planar

cis-platinum(II) isomer will be fixed in the same plane as

the one of the adenine base. Thus it will not cause any more

restrictions in the rel-ative free rotation of the sugar than

in adenosine. As for the monodentate tr=ans-platinum(II), it

binds to the N7 atom of adenosine and may have one of its

amino groups,in close contact with the C5'-OH group of the

sugar causing some restriction of rotation around the

glycosyl bond as in thq case of AMP. On the other hand, the

trans-platinum binding to the N1 position of the adenine base,

due to its distance from the sugar, could not have affected

the rotation of the sugar around the glycosyl bond.

4.6 Guanosine

Among all the bases in Nucleic Acids, guanine

occuples a special p1ace. Indeed it has been shown t}rat the

biologicat effects of a wide variety of drugs such as

antibiotic, anticancer and antimalarial as well as carcinogen

have their primary origin in an interaction with the guanine

baset I s -t I I . The two electronic transitions of guanosine,

called the BZU and. BtU transitionsh6rs4,lls are more explicit

than in the case of adenosine. We have carried out the same

procedure used previously to exttact the different

parameters eharacteri-stic of the absorption and CD envelopes

of the neat: U-V spectrum. The value of the separation

between consecutive bands, V, vuas taken to be the frequency
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of the most j-ntense Raman peak (1490 cm-r)t'0. The similarity

between the CD and the absorption spectra in figure 4.I2 is

also refl-ected in table 4.5 by the parameters characterislng

their envelopes. At the opposite of adenosine, the two

progressions contribute to the overall envelope and are both

negative in CD. fn figure 4.13 we have used these two

progressions, of equal intensities but opposite signs, to

produce a theoretical MCD spectrum. It looks similar to the

experimental- ones23tr lewith maxima at 277 nm and 247 nm and a

crossover at 26I.5 nm. This agreement, already found for the

I\{CD spectrum of adenosine, shows clearly that the mechanj-sm

responsible for MCD2 3 j-s the mixing of the excited states of

the Bru and Bru transitions of the purine by an external

magnetic field. The high intensity of the MCD bands suggests

that the two transj-tions considered are rather perpendicular

to each other in agreement with stretched fitms studies+s and

po1atization of fluoreseence rneasurementss0' I2 I . Furthermore,

it has been found that the Iow energy transition is rather

short axis polarised while the high energy transition is long

axis polarise¿e 8, e e . Theoretical- calcul-ations give inverted

pol-arization directions for the BZu and BlU transitions

although the cal-culated energies of transition are in

agreement with experimental- onesl22.

Although the electronic properties of guanosine look

simil-ar to the one of adenosine, no conclusion on the

possible relations existing between the CD spectrum and the

gtycosyl angle can be made because of the wider range of

conformation al-lowed in the case of guanosiner23 and also

because of the lack of comparison with guanosine derivatives.
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Table 4,5 FITTING PARAMETERS FOR THE GUANOSINE SPECTRA.

The molar absorptivity (e) and molar circular dichroism (^e)
a,:re given in dm3 per mol cm-r.

thods
parameters

absorption circular dichrolsm

v oo
(1) 

( cm-l )

i (2) (cm-r )oo

x( 1)

X
(2)

,*t t' ,"^-t,

ort" 
'

cm-r )

35,600 (2O)

39,150 (100)

o.Bo (0.05)

o.92 (0.10)

2220 (35)

3020 (r60)

(1)
e 6160 (80)

oo

(z> 7160 (400)e oo

35Joo (76)

39/100 ( 140 )

o .76 (0.20 )

0.87 (0.20)

2010 (eo)

2600 (360)

(1)
Ae oo o.23 (0.01)

Ae
(2)

o .4e (o. 05 )oo
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4,7 Conclusion

. The various parameters that we have extracted using

diff.erent approaches are characteristic of the el-ectronic

properties of the nucl-eosides studied and permit us to give a

consistent interpretation of the spectra involved in our study.

They also constitute a. definite starting point for further

theoretical calculations and above all for the interpretation

of the electronic spectra of Nucleic Acids.
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5. DINUCLEOSIDBS

5.l- Introduction

The study of dinucleosides is a starting poittt in order

to understand the structure of more complicated Nucleic Acids

such as polynucleotides. In a dinucleosicle as it would occur

in natural Nucleic Acids, the two monomeric nucleosides aTe

joined together by a" 3'*5'-phosphodiester Iinkage as in

figure 5.1.

This linkage is of importance because the distances and

torsion angles of the bonds composing it will define the

conformation of the Nucl-eic Acids, that is to say: the screw

axis of the dimer, the amount of overlap of the two bases and

final1y the conformation of the nucl-eoside unit.

The dinucleoside has some properties similar to those

of the monomeric moiety but Some new ones emerge that aTe

characteristic of the association or stacking between the

- bases. It has beeu shown that perturbations applied to the

system, such aS adding alcohol, decreasing the pH to an acid

value or raising the temperature, reduce the stacking of the

bases.

We will be mainly concerned in this study with the

spectroscopic properties of adenylyJ--(3'+5' )adenosine (APA)

and deoxyadenylyl-(3'*5' )deoxyadenosine (dApdA) as we have

just studied their monomeric constituents.

5.2 Spe ctroscopic Methods and their Relation to Molecular

Structure.

Interest for the study of dinucleosides comes from the

important repercussions they can bring in the understanding of

Nucleic Acids but afso from the Lact that no consistent

concl-usions about their conformations have as yet been made
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through the use of different methods of investigation.

We will- first make a survey of what is known of this

particular problem. Most of the methods of investigation

have been based on spectroscopy, that is to say: absorption,

circular dichroism (and ORD) and nuclear magnetic resonance

(NÌ\IR) . Attempts to establj-sh a common basis f or the

interpretation of the spectral data has been the major

preoccupation of à lot of researcht26-12a.

5,2,I Absorption Spectroscopy

From absorptì-on measurements, one càn calculate the

percentage hypochromismr 2 s which is defined as

H% = (1 - þ) x 1Oo (5.1)
f¡4

where fD and f* are the oscil-l-ator strength of the

dj-nucleoside and the monomer respectively. This method has

the advantage of bej-ng very accurate but the change in the

spectrum on stacking is rather small (n%o is less than IO%

generally). Assumì-trg a model- of dinucleoside where the plane

of the bases, labelled 1 and 2, are parallel, the vector Ëou

connecting the centre of the two bases being perpendicular to

the plane of the bases, Glaubiger et aJ. . r 3 0 were able to

express the hypochromism of a dinucleoside as

H(o) = ,-+[oocos2çe + O) + crusin2l0 + O)] G.2)
lHenl

where 0 is the angle between the transition moments, o,O and qB

a"Te the po1-arizabilities at the frequency considered along two

principal axes .A and eB which lie in the plane of the base

and O is the angle between the transi-tion moment of base B

and eA. For a homodimer l-ike APA, it j-s a good approximation

to consider the adenine bases to be isotropic with respect to



the polarizabilities (o¡, = oB = q)128,130.

assumption the 0-dependence of hypochromism

its expression is reduced to

H(o) = -i-.0l*oul'

With this

disappears and
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(5.3)

5 2,2 Circul-ar Dichroism

Circular dichroism has been extensively exploited

experimentallyturt26rt2Trt 30-136, and one has triecl to

interpret the results on a theoreticalbasisr30,l3T-I.l1.

The rotational- strengthr 3 0 assoclated with the coupling

of two electrj-c transition moments may be written as

sj (5.4 )

where üo ano fru are th€; transitlon moments of the bases A and

B respectively, lo is the frequency of the transition

considered arrO ñou is defined as in equation (5.2). lf the

planes of the bases àre parallel and furthermore if ñAB is

perpendicular to both base planes, the expression for the

rotational strength j-s simplified and becomes proportional to
t

9rJ = rrvo R^nu^ìrn sin o qb.5)
2

where 0 is the angle between the transition moments. We san

note in this expression the dependence of the Rotational

strength on the angle 0 unlike in the case of hypochromism

(5.2 ) .

The use of all these formulae should be subject to

some precautions and the assumptions made shoul-d be kept in

mind. In particular, comparison of the hypochromisil of

different compounds at room temperature could lead to

erroneous interpretations due to the possible monomeric

= *TVo È r?, ->
= tË K¡,n(rA x us)
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contribution to the absorption spectrum at this temperature.

Understanding of dimeric and monomeric properties is

essential- before any attempt at interpreting à spectrum is

made and then a critical- choice of the parameters used should

be made.

6 .2.3 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

The nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum contains a

considerable amount of i-nformati-on about the conformation of

dimers. The protons of the base and the sugar give

characteristic NtlR peaks. It j-s possible using various

techniques such as specific deuteration and spin decoupling

experiments r 4'2 , to distinguish T.¡etween each proton in the

base and..a1so between protons of the two basesr+3. One

i-mportant indication of the stacking is revealed by the

dimerization shift representirrg the change in the chemical

shift of each proton, a change which is caused by the

interaction of the two bases in the dinucleoside compared

to that in the monomer. The only problem encountered using

NMR c,omes-from the ne-e-d- to.-us-q --high-conqentr-ations of

compounds; this càn lead to erroneous interpretations of

results because of the possibility of aggtegation.

5.3 Conformational ModeI for Dinucl-eosides

The decrease in absorbance or hypochromicity in going

from the monomer to the dinucl-eoside spectrum is consistent

with the bases being stacked togethert26 't28 '12 
s ' l 

r++-146

(overlapping of their TT orbitals). Circul-ar dichroism as

wel1, with its cltaracteristic "S-shaped" spectrum, shows that

the transition moments of the trvo bases in the dinucl-eoside

interact. From the sign of the CD, we can conclude that the

bases a-re in a right handed conformation. The good
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agreement between experimental- CD spectra and those

cal-culated. using the geometry of B-DNAt37-lr+0,rr+7 and that of

RNAr,'0,r47 where the bases are in anti-conformation, spaced
o3.44 apart and having a right handed conformation with an

angle of 36o between them, confirm the conformational model

of dimer as being sj-milar to the one found in helical Nucleic

Acids. .

NMR studies indi-cate the anti-conformation of the

nucleosidela3,l48-lsl. A simultaneous use of model building,

dimerization shift data (due to the diamagnetic anj-sotropy of

the neighbouring base) and cal-culated isoshielding curves can

give a good representâtion of the structure of the dinucleosj-de:

bases parallel to each other separated by a distance of 3.4Å,

having an anti-conformation and a right handed screw

axisl36rls2.

Atthough NMR brings a more refined picture of the

conformation of dinucleoside itr comparison with UV and CI)

measurements, w€ must not forget that the structure derived

is only the representation of the time-average results of a

dynamic phenomenon. In reality a wide range of conformations

is present and there is a rapid interconverslon of the

sPeciesl26'ls3'ls+.

To overcome this probl-em, some theoretical methods

have been developed recently; these are based on

potential-energy calculations coupled with the minimj-zation

of the total- energy. These works led to the proposal of

there being sgyera_l possible stacked conformations having àn

A-RNA, \{atson-Crick and A-DNA type and some conformations

being unsLackedr s s-r s 8. Although these rnethocls show goocl
\

þromises, they are as yet not sufficiently refined to be of

use in our studies. For example nearly no difference in APA
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and dApdA conformation is found, unlike with spectroscopic

measurements. In particul-ar Ts'o research group has carried

out extensive investigations on APA and dApdA using

combinations of spectroscopic methods with the aim of

resolvJ-ng their conformationaÌ differences. From

hypochromism and Plt{R data, they have suggested that the sterÍc

hindrance of the 2'-OH group in the 3'-ribosyl moiety of

APA forces the screw axis of the bases to become more twisted

(45"- 5Oo) and thus prevent an extensive overlap of the bases

unlike with dApdA ivhere the bases are nearly parallel (15" )

and trrru a high amount of overlapl3 6.

5.4 Conf orma.tioual- Dvnamics

5.4,1 Choice of à Model

' Temperature studies have been carried out to try to

understand the conformational problem of the dinucleosides.

Although optical methods such as aìrsorptlon or CD fit à

two-state processt 26,t27,13I, I 33, I ss-l 6I lequilibrium between

a stacked and àn unstacked form), the tlUn ¿ata show clearly

the existence of several conformationsls2-15'+ whose number

increases rvith temperature. A sta-cked f orm exists at very

low temperatures but as the temperature increases so do the

oscillations of the bases with respect to one another and

the nucleosicie moi-eties are more often found in an unstacked

conformation. Never:theless, we shall show that the two-state

model- not only fits the spectral data quite wel-I but it is

also capable of physical interpretation.

5,4.2 The Two-State Model-

Our work rvill- not be confined to repeat some previous

worksr26rr27rL3 lrl33rlss-I6I on the same subject, but our
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task will be principally to obtain the spectrum of the stacked

form by using separately two techniques, CD and absorption

spectroscopy, and then to extract from it some geometrical

information that was previously only obtained using high

resolution NMR measurements associated with sophisticated

methods of interpretation.

Although the two-state model is an oversimplified

model, it has proved to be adequate in the interpretation of

the evolution of the optical spectra of absorption, CD or ORD

with temperature and above all it is the onJ.y simple model

avai-lable that enables us to reach the lower temperature

spectrum of the stacked form using standard conditions.

5.4,3 Its Theory

As the temperature is raised, à11 the optical spectra

are modified. We can see in figure 5.2 an increase in

intensity of the absorption spectrum as well as a progressive

shift in the maximum toward that of the monomeric constituents

and in figure 5.3 we ca-n see a decrease in intensity of the

CD spectrum which envelope is characteristic of a dimer

spectrum. We can also see a" decrease in the val-ue of the

dimerization shift of various protons in NMR spectroscopy as

well as the increase in the coupling constants of the protons

toward those of the corresponding monomersr36. All of this

behaviour can be interpreted as an equilibrium between a

stacked form or dimer predominant at l-ow temperature and an

unstacked form at high temperature.

KIT)
stacked t-t' unstacked

The equilibrium
parameters with

constant K(T) can be

the use of the Van't

related to thermodynamj-c

Hoff equation
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(5.6)-r
where o(r) represents a measured property of the equilibrium

system (for our study, the absorbance Atr or the sum of the

intensity of the positive and the negative CD bands

lAr*lÀ*l¡.-lI), the subscript u and s refer to the unstacked

and stacked state respectively, ÂHo and ASo are the standard

enthalpy and standard entropy of the stacking equilibrium.

We will assume that the properties o,, and o" as well as

^Ho 
and ASo are independent of the temperaturerss.

A method of computing AHo and ASo as well as the

optical parameters ,vvas developed (appendix C). Iterative

least square methods have been used quite successfully to

work out the four parameters of equation (5.6), ÀHo, ASo,

q and cÌ r27,r33'l6L. However the uncertainties in theus
determination of the parameters depend on their numbers, oû

the number of spectra recorded at different temperatures and

on the ¿tccuracy of their measurements. Unlike these previous

studies, as we are mainly eoncerned in the determination of

the shape of the stacked form spectrum, with enough accuracy

to be able to analyse it, we decided to remove the l-ast

degree of freedom in equation (5.6) by reducing the number

of parameters to three AHo , ASo and or t t' . We used the good

linearity of the high temperature absorbance data to

extrapolate the unstacked form spectrum to infinite

temperature. This procedure is more justifiable than an

arbitrary choi-ce of the unstacked form spectrum as being

that of the monomeric constituents.
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5 .5 Anal-vsis of the Temperature Dependent Spectra of APA.

5.5.1 Bffect of Temperature on the CD Spectra of APA.

Figure 5.3 shows the CD spectra of APA. The trend

with temperature is simj-lar to the ones previously

investigated (figure 5.4). CD spectra are generally a

composite of different CD contrj-butions emanating from the

various interactions within the moleculees. As we are in the

presence of a strongì-y allowed transition (the high energy

transition of the X band of the Adenine molecule), we will

only consider the contrlbution cf the CD coming from the

base-base interaction through the coupling of their transition

moments as we,Il as the one from the base-sugar interaction

investigated in paragraph 4.

From the CD spectra in figure 5.3 two well enough

defined'isosbestic pointst2T 'r33 emerge; one at 259.2 nm

with a Ae of -2.O and the other one at 235 nm. They are a.

good indication of the presence of an equilibrium between

two predominant spectroscopically distinct species: à

stacked form at low temperature and an unstacked form at

high temperature. Due to the distance between the two bases,

the unstacked form will not contribute to the CD spectrum

except by the base-sugar interaction. At this stage, it

will be appropriate to check the validity of our assumption.

Thus, wê will separate the two different kinds of

interactions, that is to say we subtract from the overall CD

spectrum a monomeric CD spectrum, determined previously,

having a Ae of -2.O at 259.2 nm and corresponding to the

high energy transition of the X band of Adenosine. In f.act,

as the bases in APA are in anti-conformationl43 ' l'{8-lsl, a

look at f igure 4.'IO (paragrapb 4.3.4 ) reveals that a high
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value of Le2s s ' 2 nm = -2,ot Q- -4,6 x l-O-4 o 
"g" units,

corresponding to à torsion angle around the glycosyl bond

Ocn * -37o I can be only achieved with the high energy

transition of the X band. lVe note that Olsthoorn et aJ. I 3 3 
,

using four unknowns in equation (5.6), derived an unstacked

CD spectrum of monomeric appearance with a maximum located

between 25O and 260 nm (as is the case with the high energy

transition of Adenosine in the X band) and having a value of

Ae around -2. As we can see in figure 5.5, the resultant CD

spectra, c}caracteristic of the pure dimer, are identical in

shape and have a ratio of the Âe maxi-mum of the positive peak

to th,at of an" uegative peak which is constant as the

temperature increases and equal to I,24 t 0.02.

Using the vibronic exciton theory discussed in

paragraph 2,2 as well as the program developed in the

appendix C, we are able to compute a dimer CD spectrum with

the use of the monomeric parameters derived from the

absorption spectrum of adenosine (table 4.2 in paragraph 4,22),

In changing the magnitude of the exciton coupling parameter,

it is possi-b1e to alter the shape of the compute CD envelope

and in particular the ratio ¡el*q:. We found that an
Ae-max

exciton coupling parameter of O,45 (600 cm-t ) to be the most

suitable value for the fitting of the experi-mental dimeric

spectra (f igure 5.6). The poor f it for wavenumbers l-ess

than 41,000 cm-r can be explained by the contribution to the

CD spectrum of transitj-ons of higher energies, ir particular

the one whose (0,0) band j-s situated near 41,500 cm-r

(paragraph 4,2,3). The computed spectrum has to be shif ted

300 cm-r to the red to coincide rvith the experimental

spectrum. This shift oceurs because of the Coulombic
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interactions betleen the two moieties as the result of their

d.imerJ,zation. lVe note that although the conservative rule of

the CD spectrum is verified with the rotational strength of

the positir¡e component being equal to that of the negativu'

component (equation 2.1-8) , the resultant positive and

negative peaks of the CD spectrum have different magnitudes.

5.5.2 Ef f ect of TemÌrerature on the Absorption Spectra of APA.

The change in absorbance versus temperature is shown in

figure 5.2, As was the case with CD, we observe two

isosbestic points; the first one centred at 276 nm and the

second one at 287 nmt27,16I. The good linearity of the data

at high température enables us to obtain the unstacked

spectrum. . It is interesting to note in figure 5,7 the

perfect coincidence, both in shape and intensity, of its

spectrum with that of adenosine recorded at zOoC, (paragraph

4.2,1) apart from a small- recl shift of 60 cm-r of the

unstacked form extrapolated spectrum. This shift is ful-ly

justified if we take into account the Coulombic interaction

between the two adenine moieties.

Comparisons of our extrapolated unstacked spectrum with

the ones previously derj-ved using four unknowns in

equation (5.6)r27 'L6r are very satisfactory as we can see in

Table 5.2.

The optical and thermodynamic parameters for the

stacking of APA, derived as indicatecl above in terms of the

Van't Hoff equation (5.6), àTe shown in figure 5.8. The

vibronic exciton theory applied to absorption enabl-es us to

fit the derived spectrum representi.ng the stacked form to a

computed dimeric spectrum having onJ y two variabl-e parameters:

the exciton coupling parameter and the angl-e 0 between the
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transition moments in the two moj-eties: (appendix C).

The overall results for APA obtained in this study are

gathered in table 5. t. They can be compared to literature

values in tables 6.2 and 5.3.

5.5.3 Comparison with Previ-ous Studies on APA

The use of the two-state model is again vlndicated by

the agreement between the thermodynamic parameters derived

from the two spectroscopi-c methods, absorption and circular

dichroism. In addition, wê have also shown that as expected,

the value of the parameters is independent of the wavelength.

The accxracy is not constant but it is directly proportional

to the magnitude of the absorbance ehange between the two

extreme temperatures.

Our derived thermodynamic parameters, although their

absofute values are lower than the average, àre in agreement

with previous determinations using different approaches

(tables 5.1 and 5.3). Table 5,2 shows that this agreement

is also found for the derived optical parameters obtained

from absorbance measurements. The wide variation in the

thermodynamic parameters recorded to date cannot only be

explained by experimental errors, but is due, more likely,

to the assumptions concerning the spectra of the stacked and

unstacked states. These spectra were rarely iustified and

too few attempts have been made to correlate them to a

theoretical model.

Unlike absorption, the CD magnitude of the stacked

form dj-ffers in all the previous investigationsL2T'r 3I'133.

Our results and all the values given below are given in

terms of pure dimeric CD spectrum with monomeric contributions

subtracted. In thì-s way a straightforward comparison can be



Table b.1 THERMODYNAMIC AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF APA (results obtained in this study).

stacked

.åål ûD =(11.92t0.05)103

excj-ton coupling of

0.45 I O.O5 (600 cm-l)

Q = 600 t 5o, shift of

3OO cm-I to the red

I Lrn o nn 
| + I 

^. 
r t o nn 

¡ =3312b

Le27o nm - rB,2 t lb
¡.27 0

ffi= -L.24 to.2b

exciton coupling of O.45

(600 cm-r ), shift of

300 cm-r to the red

unstacked

è259 nm =-max (14.87r0.01)103

L€25 I .2 nm -2.O

ASo

(cal mole-tK-t )

-tB .0a

-L9 .4 I 0.6

AHo

(Kca1 mole-r ¡

-5 .04

-5.5 t O .2

rameters

Absorptionc

cDc

a-The
b-The
c-The

standard deviations are represented in figure 5.6.
monomeric contribution has been subtracted.
molar absorptivlty (e) and circular dichroism (Ae) are given in mol-t dmt cm-r
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references
and

comment

ref. L27 wit"h
tÂii nm = 13 ' exlo 3

at 2OoC,

ref. 161 (.Â9Å nm

at 20oC was not
quoted )

this study with
tå,;å nm = 13 ' 9xl-o 3

at zOoC.

ref. I27
ref. 161

this studyb

268 nm

(11.70 r O.05)103

(11.97 t O.02)103

(9.90 r 0.05)103

9. O5xlO 3

268 nm

t4 . 81x10 3

(14.59 t O.02)103

10 . 89x10 3

10.87x103

260 nm

(14.86 J O.05)103

(t4 .87 t O. 01) 103

(13.06 r O.05)103

11 .47x10 3

wavelength

molar
absorptivity a ( c

unstacked APA

stacked APA

Table 5,2 A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE EXTRAPOLATED ABSORBANCE DATA OF APA.

a - The molar absorptivity (e) and circular dichroism (Ae) are given in mol-l dm3 cm-r

b - The standard deviations ai.e represented in figure 5.6.

o)o



Table 5.3 THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS FOR THE STACKING OF APA

conìment

ionic strength of
- Ae27o ñÉ = +18.3

Ac27 OLiCl with L ;
ae2 s 0

contribution has

transformed to CD

0.1

at -64oC in 25.27o

-1.35; the monomeric

been subtracted; ORD

r37

We extrapolated a value of
around +15 for the stacked

Ãe27 0 nm

CD spectrum.

¡^270 nmacs tacked -
¡^260 nmaLuns È acked

+13 .5, ¡.3 iå"tË¿
x -2.O.

-13.r;

ref.

t26

L26

l-62

159

131

160

133

161

r27

I27

r27

l-54

ASo (ca1-Imole-tK-t )

-20

-19

-2r.4

-23

-25 + -30

-23 t 1.1

-18 t 0.95

-33 ! 2.4

-30t2

-28 t 1.5

-10 + -15

AHo (Kca1 mole-r )
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-5 .3

-6.5

-6,6

-8

-6

-6.8 r 0.3

-5 .5 r 0.3

-9. 8 t O.8

-9 ! O.7

-8.3 t 0.5

-3 +-4

Methods
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ORD

ORD

ORD

CD

CD
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Absorpti-on
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made between experimental and theoretical- values. If we

applied the correction to the resul-ts of Olsthoorn et tl.133,

we found for the stacked form: Ar3lå"täo = +:^4.3,

A.250 nm : -II.b and à ratio oti,! = -L.24. This last varue-.stacked ¿r.u ør¡u Ø Lqwlv 
Gt* 

-

is the same as the one we found. However the magnitude of

their CD spectrum and mostly the one derived by Powel1

et aL,L2? are much lower than ours (4."0 nm = +18.2), that

of Davis and Tinocol26 with a L¿270 - +18.3 obtalned at -64oc

in a high salt concentration of 25,27o LiCl. (Transformation

from ORD to CD made by Johnson et uf ."') or that obtained by

Pettegrew et al,.r3q (Ae27o = +18.2 at -600 and in 25% Lj-C]).

The l-ast two measuremeuts àTe the only experimental ones for

the CD of the stacked form, or rather the nearest ones (in

fact, around -"60oC, the temperature dependence curve for the

optical properties begì-ns to level off ). Flowever, the use

of high salt concentrations to enabl-e approaching the low

temperature state has been questionedl 2 7 and it has been

shown that high salt concentrations destabilize the base-base

interactionl 6 3 . The magnitude of the CD spectra reflects

this destabiLj.zation. In fact, Davis and Ti-nocor26 have

mentioned the smal-1er optical rotation in 25,2% LiCl compared

to that in dilute buffers . RecentlV, too, the same proposal

was considered to account for the lower CD magnitude

encountered in hj-gh sa.l-t concentrat j-ons in the temperature
l3t+

range 0-70o . Thus, the magnitude of the CD spectrum of

APA in the stacked conformation is expected to be somewhat

higher in dilu'De buffers than in high salt concentrations.

Furthermore, we note that the theoretical calcul-ations

have produced a CD spectrum of APAÌ 37 ,rq 0 simiÌar j-n

magnitude to the one measured experimentally by Davis and

Ti-nocol26 at -64oC. As it was already pointed out some
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caution should be exercisecl in the derivation of the optical
properties of the stacked form. Its value depends on the

conditions imposed for the best fit of the Van't Hoff

equation (5.6) .

We consider our value for the stacked form

(4.3|å"iläu = +18.2) to be fully iustified in relatlon to

theoretical calculationsl 37, lt+0 and experimental measurements

al loiv temperaturesl 26, 1 34 
.

5.6 Analysis of the Temperature-Dependent Spectra of dApdA.

Although the difference between APA and dApdA is of

fundamental importance

of Nucleic Ai;-As, very

been carried out.

We have investigated the stacking

thermodynamic parameters and its optical

same methods as for ApA.

to the understandj-ng of the structure

few experi-ments involving dApdA have

of dApdA through

properties using

its
the

5.6.1 Effect of Temperature on the CD Spectra of dApdA.

Figure 5.9 shows some CD spectra of dApdA at different
temperatures. The magnitude of the CD spectra is not greatly

modified as the temperature is changed. The isosbestic point

at 258,1 nm with a Ae2s8'r f,ü = -1.36 enables us to subtract

from the overall spectra the monomeric contribution of the

base-sugar interaction and thus leaves the CD spectra of the

pure stacked dApclA arising only from the base-base

interaction. They have a sj-milar shape (f igure 5.10) with
4e269 nm

a ratio 
fræ;-;; = -1 .3O t 0 .02 . Their f it to the theoretical

CD spectra derived from the vibronic exciton theory is less

successf ul- than f or APA. We can see that the trvo peak rnaxima

are closer than the ones in the CD spectra of APA which
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indicates less exciton coupling interacti-ons between the two

bases. Indeed,
Ae2 6 9 nn.

^er 
s, nm) glves

the best fit (mainly based on the ratio

a value of the exciton coupling paraineter of

O,2 or 27O cm-r (figure 5.11).

The fit of the change of the magnitude of the CD

spectra, lae26s nml+lA."o ttl, with increasing temperature to

à two-state model enables us to obtain the value of the

thermodynamic parameters for the stacking as well as the CD

magnitude of the stacked form (table 5,4),

õ.6.2 Effect of Temperature on the Absorptlon Spectra of

dApdA.

Figure 5.LZ shows some absorption spectra of dApdA at

different temperatures, together with the extrapol-ated

spectrum to infinite temperature. As was the case with the

CD data, there is a smal-ler variation in the absorbance of

dApdA with increasing temperature in comparison to APA.

Two isosbestic points àTe found, one around 278,5 nm and the

other around 256 nm. From the use of the Van't Hoff

equation (5.6) we obtain the absorption spectrum

characteristic of the stacked form together with the

thermodynamic parameters AHo and ASo (figure 5.13).

The vibronic exciton theory enabl-es us to calculate

the dimeric absorption spectrum of the dApdA in stacked form.

We found that à theoretical spectrum with a vafue of the

exciton coupling parameter of 0.30t O.05 (400 cm-r), a value

of 0 (angle betrveen the transition moments of the bases) of

2Oo t 50 and an overall shift of the spectrum of 3OO cm-r to

the red, give the best fit for the derived experi-mental

spectrum (figure 5.13) .
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ASo (caI mole-r K-r ) optical properties of dApdA

Ae2 6 s nm
s tacked +6.2I

Ae2s0 nm
s tacked -4.79

Ae2 6 0 nItr
uns tacked -r .36

g 258 nm 12 .69x10 3

s tacked

e 259.5 nm
unstacked 13 .47x10 3

-19.6 ! O .2

-19

^Ho 
(Kcal mole-r )

-7.4 ! O.2

-6 .5

parameters

methods

CD

Absorptiona

Table 5.4 THERMODYNAMIC AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF DAPDA.

a - The standard deviations are represented in figure 5.13.

b.- The molar absorptivity (e) and circular dichroism (Ae) are given in mo1-r dm3 cm-r
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The uncertainties in the derived spectrum are in
general more important than for APA but this is related to the

smaller change of the optical data over the range of

temperature studied. In particular our CD spectra \Ã/ere more

noisy due to the smaller magnitude of the signal (half value

compared to APA) and especialì-y in the 1ow temperature range,

more spectra have to be recorded at each temperature

considered and then averaged because of the poor

reproducibility.

The presence of isosbestic points both in CD and in
absorption spectra, the similar envelope of the derived

dimeric CD spectra at different temperatures, the good

linearity of tf-r" thermodynamlc parameters over the range of

wavelengths considered, the satlsfactory correspondence

between CD and absorption derived parameters, demonstrate the

validity of the two-state model.

A word about the extrapolatecl abso:rption spectrum of

dApdA to inflnite temperature must be said at this point.
Its maxinum intensity is lower than that of dA but t.heir

shapes are rather similar as we can see in figure 5.14. As

\ryas the case for APA, the extrapolated spectrum is shifted
towards the red by 60 cm-t in relation to that of dA due to

Coulombic i-nteractions between the two moieties. The lower

intensity can be the resul-t of the incomplete unstacking of

the bases. (In fact, âs it wil-l be pointed out later, the

thermodynamic parameters indicate the greater stability of

dApdA compared to APA. ) Although shapes and positions of

maxima wiIl not change by relatively small perturbations of

the chromophore, transition probabilities wilI, due to the

mixing between the excited states and the resultant intensity
borrowing. We cannot give a better explanation to this
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problem neither of the fact of the lower molar absorptivity

of dA compared with that of dAI\{p (or adenoslne compared to

AMP). lVhat is in favour of this extrapolated dApdA spectrum

is the good constancy of the derived thermodynamic parameters

over the range of wavelengths considered. This cannot be

achieved if one uses the absorption spectrum of dA as

representative of the unstacked form. For exampJ-e, this
produces an enthalpy minimum at 265 nm of -4.5 Kcal mole-r,

which value increases on each side of this minimum to a vafue

of -6.3 KcaI mole-r at 273 nm and of -6,4 KcaI mol-r at

260 nm.

5.6.3 Comparison with Previous Studies on dApdA

The previous l-ack of accurate measurements for dApdA

prevents a direct cornpar j-son of our resul-ts with others.

However, we can say that the sum of the intensity of our

positive and negative CD bands at 26oC is simiLar to that

measured bycantor et aL,L32 or by Maurizot et al.r60 but

dif f ers f rom the one measured by lr{iller et a-2. r + 6. There

is not much agreement about the change of the CD with

temperature. However a positive point of compari-son lies
in the similarity between the CD intensity measured at -2OoC

by lt{aurizot et r-2. r 6 0 and our derived value of the CD

intensity of the stacked form. The onJ-y determination of

the enthalpy of stacking has been rather uncertain.

Maurizot et a-2. r 6 0 with the use of CD data indicate that the

enthalpy of unstacking is "bel-ow 3 Kcaloriesr'. In order to

arrlve at this conclusion, they assume that the low

temperature limit of the CD is the same for APA and dApdA!
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5.7 Differences between Deoxv and Ribodinucleoside Phosphates

5,7,I Thermodynamic Differences

From the value of the thermodynamic parameters, we

observe that the entropies of stacking of APA and dApdA are

similar but that the enthalpy of stacking of dApdA j-s larger

than that of APA. Thus the stabilization of the stacked

conformer of dApdA in rel-ation to that of APA (figure 5.15)

is brought about by a more favourable enthalpy of stacking.

This is in perfect agreement with the finding of the higher

stability toward dioxane of poly dA compared to poly Ar6+.

The origin of the stabil-izing forces is not yet fully

understood r s e,, t 6' . Although the stacking interaction appears

to be the domj-nant stabilizing force, the importance of the

steric requirement of the molecule has been demonstratedr2B.

In particular the 2'-OH group of the ribose exercises some

steric hindrance which i-nfluences the conformation of the

dinucleosideI8,l36.

5.7 .2 Conformational Differences

Our objective has been achieved. lVe have extracted

the optical properties of the stacked dinucleosides.

Furthermore the interpretatj-on of these properties using the

vlbronic exciton theory has given some information about the

geometry of the dinucleosides. Their conformations àTe in

perfect concordance wj-th those of Kondo et al.r28't36 and

they confirm the early observations about the optical

differences between APA and dApdArB,160.

At low temperature, the bases àTe stacked with a

right handed conformation (sign of the doublet of the CD

spectrum). The angle 0 formed between the transition moments
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in the two moieties is 600 for APA and 2Oo for dApdA. If we

assume the simple model of Glaublger et rf. t t o , with the use

of equation (5.5), the ratio of the theoretical rotational

strength of APA to that of dApdA can thus be written:

sin 0 APA sin 60

sin 20
52

sin 0 dApdA

The rotational strength ca.n also be measured from the area

under the envelope of the positive or the negative component

of the stacked CD spectrum. This gives for APA

cJt"* -EJ 2.2s5 x 10-3'fSO'APA APA 8.28 x 10-3s lcgs-units)

for a value of the exciton coupling parameter of O.45 (600

cm-r ) . Similarly for dApdA

ffuoouo = -ffuonuo = 5.68 x l-O-3s qcgs-units)

for a value of the exciton coupling parameter of 0.3 (400

cm-r ). Their ratio give

g;
APA 8 .28x1-0- 3 e

3.94x10-3s
2.L

This value is rather similar to the theoretical one if we

conslder that the angles were determined with an uncertainty

of t5o.

In the same wâyr using a similar model, it has been

demonstrated theoreticall-y that hypochromism was not

sensitive to 0 (equatj-on (5.3)). The percentage hypochromism

can be also determinecl experimentalì-y (equation (5 .1) ) . The

oscillator strength, f, can be obtained by the measurement of
the entlre ateà under the envelope of the fitted absorption

spectrum. lVe f ound :
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f (APA stacked) = O.26L i f (dApdA stacked) = O.268

f(Adenosine) =O.292; f (dA) =O,294

so that H%(APA) :10.6 and H%(dApdA) = 10.5

(Similar resul-ts could be obtained by taking AMP and dAMp

instead of Adenosine and dA for the monomers. ) Our

experimental CD and absorption measurements confirm the

theoretical relationships established by Glaubiger eÉ a-2. r 3 0

and thus give a good indication of the validity of our model-.

5.8 The Two-State Model Op sed to a l\{u1ti-State lvlodel .

' As was found previouslyt'7,t33 r1ss,161, the optical
data (ORD, CD and absorptj-on) can be analSrss¿ in terms of a

tw'o-state moclel but NMR measurements do not support this
simple model-r28,t 36,1s2.-Ls a and show that the stacked and

unstacked states àTe a collection of many conformers. How

can we explain these two different concl-usions about the same

phenomenon? First we have to say a word about the various

methods of investigation. Absorption, as we have seen in
paragraph 4, j-s not sensitive to conformation and depends

mainly on the magnitude of the transit j-on dipole. CD and ORI)

show simil.ar dependence to absorption but j-n addition, they

are sensitive to the geometri-ca1 relation existing between

the transition moment considered and the perturber. (In the

case of the dinucl-eoside, the perturber stands f o:: the

transition moment of the other base.) NI\{R spectroscopy, due

to its power of discrimination between different protons, càn

give multiple geometrj-cal relationships between the different
atoms composing a molecule, unlike CD which can only provide

one relationship. So the differences encountered are simply

due to the faet that NIüR spectroscopy is a more sensitive and
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detailed analytical- method because of the 1-atger amount of

j-nformation gathered.

What, then , are the relationships between our derived

stacked and unstacked dinucleosides and the conformers present

described by NMR spectroscopY?

Firstly , àt high temperature, -]]Ul 11!a_:_gnverse to the

values characteristic of the monomers indicating that the

bases a.Te away from each other. If we adopt an oscillating

modelr25, rs3 where the bases osciltate relative to each other,

the amplitude of the oscilLations is inereased at high

temperature until- a continuous rapid rotation occurs, Thus

the bases spend much of their time in an unstacked conformation

(the bases do not overlap and are far from each other).

Therefore, the coupling interactj-on between the transition

moment of each base is nil or very weak which resul-ts in a

monomer type CD or absorption spectrum. In NMR, the rapid

rotation of the bases makes the protons of one base

magnetlcally indistinguishable from the same proton of the

other basers3. The same explanation applì-es if we adopt a

multistate rnodeLL s 2, I s 4' I 6 s 
.

At fower temperatures, twor42t!s2 to threels4'ls8

staclçed APA co¡tformers have been proposed from NI\{R

measurements in equilibrium with unstacked forms. The three

stacked forms derived by Lee and Tlnocorua have their

base-planes nearly parallel and have approximately an angle

0 (angle between the transition moments) between 40o and 60o

corresponding perfectly with our stacked APA dinucleoside.

Of the two stacked forms of Kondo and Danylukt s 2, one has the

bases forming an angle of 35o while the other one with an

angle of 90o should have an exciton coupling value of zero

(with the use of the dipole approximationt t o ) . An average
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stackect form can give a good representation of these

different stacked conformers because of their similar angle 0.

This last point is lmportant for the val-idity of the two-state

model- in absorption and CD spectroscopy.

We have established some rel-ati-ons between the behaviours

of CD and absorption and that of NMR as the temperature

changes and thus shown the validity of the application of the

two-state model. This agreement between the three methods of

measurement can also be found if one compares the amount of

APA in stacked form determined from NI\{R and that obtained by

CD or absorption spectroscopy. AltonaI6s, using NMR

spectroscopy, has rel-ated the occurrence of N conformation

(3r-endo) with the stacked conformation. The percentage of

N-conformers can be easily measured and can be used to

estimate the amount of stackingr 66. For exampÌe Lee et uf ."',

with this method, found 38% of stacked forms for APA at zOoC

and Ig% at 72o , Chachaty et a-2. r s I proposed a percentage of

N-conformers of 30% àt 25oC. AIl these values derived from

NMR measurementsl42rlsl,ls+ can be compared with the ones we

obtaj-ned using our thermodynamic parameters and the Vanrt

Hoff equation (5.6) i.n figure (5.15). A better agreement is

obtained with our parameters than with some previously

determinedl 2 7, t 3 3, I 6 I 
.

5.9 GPG Dinucl-eoside

In comparison with APA dinucleoside, only à few studies

of guanosyl-(3'-5')guanosine (GPG) have been carried out.

This can be explained by the ease with which guanosine can

form aggregatesI6T,r6e. In this study, this is unlikely to

happen due to the range of concentrations used (less than

6xIO-s X,l) vøhere the Lambert-Beer law is fol1owedl68. The
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absorption spectrum elìvelope of GPG (figure 5.16) shows a

shif't to high energy and a hypochromicity effect in relation

to the envetope of its constituent monomers which is

characteristic of dimerization. The shape of the CD spectrum

(figure 5.L7) is very si-milar to those previously

recorded L I , r 7 2 at fow concentrations of GPG, but differs from

those measuredL?0,!72 àt much higher concentrations where

aggregation has been shown to be presentLT0 rL?2 , In

particular the negative CD lobe at l.ow energy, which is

present at low concentrations of GPG, vanishes at higher

concentrations. To analyse the lnteractions existing

between the two moieties of the dinucleoside, we subtract
)

from the CD spectrum of GPG the contribution of its

constituent monomers as shown in figure 5,I7

Although the presence of two transitions of similar

i-ntensity can be an advantage in characteti-zing the geometry

of the dinucleoside, through the geometric relation existing

between the different transitions in each moiety, this

proves for our particular example to be a dj-sadvantage. In

fact the proxì-mity of the two transiti-ons makes the

separation between the different contributions to the overal-l

CD envelope rather difficult. That is why our task has

merely been to attempt an anal-ysis of the CD spectrum which

shows a greater alteration of its envelope on di-metízation

than does the absorption spectrum.

Since the two near-UV transitions of guanosine are of

similar intensity, not only do degenerate interactions exist

between alike transitions of each moiety in the dinucleoside

but non-degenerate interactions between different transitions

also take place. The l-atter produces a CD spectrum of

monomeric character. The procedure for calculating the
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theoretical CD spectrum of GPG will be similar to the one

used in the case of APA with the restriction that we fix an

arbitrary vaLue of 0.1 for the excj-ton coupling parameter.

We should point out that the shape of the theoretical CD

spectrum is not particularly sensitive as regards to the

value of the exciton coupling parameter. Due to the great

dissymmetry existing between the positive and the negative

CD bands of the high energy transition, it is necessary to

add a positive monomeric contributj-on to the theoretical CD

spectrum in order to reproduce the experimental CD spectrurn.

Figure 5. 18 shows a tentative resolution of the CD spectrum

of GPG. The development of the vibronic excj-ton theory does

not allow us to characterize the non-degenerate interactions

nor to separate the contributions of the base-base

interactions from the base-sugar interactions. NevertheÌess,

using the simple coupled osci-l-lator theory we can predict the

sign of the CD bands of GPG which resul-t from the exciton

splitting. For example, iD figure 5.19, the signs of the

long wavelength CD bands corresponding to the short and the

Iong axis polarisecl transitions of guanosine are represented

in rel-ation to the angle of rotation between the two moieties

in the dinucl-eoside. From figure 5.19, we can postulate two

models for the dinucleoside GPG; the correspondi.ng schematic

diagrams are shown in f igure 5.2O. The ang-l-e between the two

near-UV transition moments of guanosine was taken to be
t7r7Oo The low energy transition is more or less shorb axis

polarised, while the high energy transition is long axis

polarised (paragraph 4,6) .
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5.I0 Concl-usion

As a resul-t of the successful resol-ution of the

monomeric spectra into vibronic bands, it was possible to
show the adequacy of the vibronic exciton couplì-ng theory

in the interpretation of dimeric spectra both in CD and in

absorption spectroscopy.

Temperature-dependent. absorption and CD measurements

of APA and dApdA enable us to obtain some information about

the thermodynamics of stacking as well as some geometrical

features of the dinucleosides. The agreement between the

two methods of investigation as well as the coherence of the

parameters extracted are a good indication of the validity

of the simple model of stackJ-ng chosen for thls study.

More sophisticated models proposed through NMR spectroscopy

can be explained in terms of this simple model and lead to

the same conclusion which we obtai-ned.
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6. INTRODUCTION

After our study of the components which make up the

Nucleic Acids and in particular of the forces which bind them

together to form,the structure of the DNA double helix, we

would like to investigate how some substances such as dyes

are capable of altering not only these forces but also the

biol-ogical functioning of the Nucleic Acids I . Indeed, dyes

are known to cause frameshift mutations2-s, to inhibit the

DNA and RNA synthesis6'7, and also to possess antibacterial

and antiviral propertiess. The effects of these dyes have

their origin j n a particul-ar interaction with the Nucleic

Acids. The chemical structures of some dyes are shown in '

figure 6.1.

6 1 lt{odes of Bindi-ns of Dves to DNA

Their binding abilities have been exploited for many

years j-n the staining of Nucleic Acids in cells8-.t 0. In Ig47 ,

Michaelisr I envisaged the possibility for the dye to insert
j.nto the DNA helix. This hypothesis was confirmed later by

fluorescencer2,t3 studies whi-ch indicated a cLose interaction

between the DNA bases and the dye molecules. Upon alrsorptì-on

and equilibrium dialysis measurements, Peacocke and Skerrettlh,

in 1956, were able to distinguish two types of binding. The

first type, rêferred to as strong bindì-ng, predominates at

low values of T (r is the ratio of the bound dye to the DNA

phosphate concentration) but as r increases, it is

progressively repl-aced by a weak binding up to the

electroneutrality limit of one dye bound per nucleotide. The

terms strong and rveak bincling refer to the values of the

association constants der'1ved from the Scatchard plots for

the two types of binding. An association constant of the
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order of l-06 mol-t dm3 was found for the strong bindj.ng

process, while a much l"ower value was attributed to the weak

binding. lVhereas the weak binding was associ-ated wilh the

bincling of dye aggregates to the phosphates on the surface of

the DNA helix, the strong binding was found to involve à

close interaction between the aromatic rings of the dyes and

the DNA bases (an overlapping of their n-orl¡itals was

suggested). ft was not until 196I that an elaborate study of

the Ínteraction of a dye with DNA lvas carried out. fn this

case, Lerman, by using different methods of observation, was

able to gi-ve â more detailed picture of the binding processa.

The combination of different methods such as viscosityt u and

sedimentation measurementsr 6, flow dichroism and fl-ow

polarised f luorescencer.T, chemical- reactivityt t and X-ray

diffraction enabled Lerman to arrive at the concl-usion that

the dyes, in particular proflavine, were intercalated between

the DNA base pairsa. The intercalation proposed by Lerman

has since been confirmed on many occasionsrs,20 ancl can be

represented as follows:

the intercalation of a dye molecule between two

base-pairs causes the flexj-ble DNA hel-ix to unwind so that

the distance of 3.4Å separating tv¿o consecutive base-pairs is

approximately doubled in order to allow for the fl-at ring of

the dyets,2!-27. The unwinding of the double helix has been

the subject of à fot of controvelsy2s,2e. An intercalation

unwincling angle of 45o was proposed by Lermailt u, but iu more

recent studies2s'30"t, it has been determined that most

aminoacridines caused the DNA helix to unrvind at an angle of

only 17o on intercal-ation. An increase in this unwinding

angle can be fou.nd for molecules such as ethidium brornide3l
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whereas a decrease has been noted for the anthracycl-ines3 2 
.

The presence of an outside binding lvhich does not affect the

unwinding of the DNA helix26,33 could partiaJ-ty explain these

differences, as Waring32 has proposed, but it has also been

shorvn3I that other factors, whieh can include steric factors

or the formation of hydrogen bonds, mâV account for these

dif f erences j-n unwinding angles.

the plane of the intercalated dye lies approximately

perpendicular to the hel-ix axis and paralle1 to the

base-pairst7,tt. Although the structure of the aminoacridine

dyes is rather similar, it has been found in this laboratory

that their intercalation geometry in relation to the DNA helix

axi-s is different36.

in order to account for the quite pronounced

j-nsensitivity of the bounci dye amino-groups to chemical

attackl 8, Lerman placed the dye with its ring nitrogen

centrally positioned above and below the hyclrogen bonds of

the base-pairs in order to allow for maximum overlapping of

the aroniatic rings of the dyes and the base-pai-rs. In this
position the 3 and G-amino-groups of proflavine (PF), for

example, are in close proximity to the phosphate groups of

DNA4 (figure 6.2). The intercalation of dyes between

base-pairs increases the thermal stability of the DNA3 I ,3 s.

Hydro¡:hobic forces were al-so found to be an important factor

in the staL¡ilizaL1on of the dye-DNA complexl8,40.

The application of the Le::man model is limited, however,

because it can not account for the intercalation of dyes into

single stranded po1-yrruc.Ieotj-des or into denatured disordered

DNA4t '42. Indeed, the fact that the amount of binding is

simiiar in native and in clenatu::ed DNA has led Pritcharcl

et al- . + 3 to propose a moclif ied intercal-ation model in which
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the dye intercalates between two consecutive bases on the same

DNA strand and, âs a result, its charged ri ng nitrog in

close proximity to the plrosphate group (f igure 6,2). This

position could explain the decrease in bindlng abj l-ities found

in dyes carrying substituent groups on the heterocyclic

nitrogen atoma 
q 

.

It has also been found that the positions of the

intercalated ethidium bromide molecule in the DNA are rather

limited because of its bu1ky phenyl and etiryl groupsqs.

Dalgteish et uf.uu, taking as a reference the "alIowed"

positions of the intercal-ated ethj.dium bromideqs, were abl-e

to define an intercalation position which is intermediate to

the ones proposed by Lerman and by Pritchard. This model is

based on the presence of a common 7-aminoquinoline

s_gf_-ltlucture in dyes such as PF, ethidium bromide and

3-aminoacrldine which càn all make a hydrogen bond between

one of their amino-groups and the DNA phosphate (figure 6,2) ,

In addi-tion to these intercalated dyes, the existence of

non-intercalated dyes in the strong binding region,

postulated by Armstrong, Kurucsev and. Strauss26 to explain

their viscometry data behaviour, has been confirmed by

temperature jump studies33,+7-4s as being part of an initial

binding stage of the dye to the DNA (as much as 70% a.t

r = 0.05 for an ionic strength of O.OO147) and also by

fluorescence decay measurementsT 6, I I s 
.

Nevertheless, even though these models give us à

satisfactory understanding of most of the binding processes,

they are a1l- lacking in structural- details which wou.Ld

enable us to comprehend all the varj.ous biological activities
associated with intercalations 0 . It is in order to satisfy
these requirements that X-ray diffraction studiesls,4s on
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fibre associated wibh conputerised model--buildingsI have been

extensively usecl. However, because of the high molecular'

weight of NucLeic Acids , àfl atomic resolution i.s only'reached

with X-ray diffraction of single-crystals of dinucleoside-dye

complexess3. Important infc¡rmatlon has, in fact, been

gathered from these studies the confirmation of a

symmetrical j-nterealation positions + , s s similar to the one

proposed by Lerman, as welL as a more asymmetrical

intercalation position50 ¡ 5 
"" , the presence of

non-intercalatecl bound dyessB'ss and the importance of

hydrogen bondss4 ' s 7 ' ss and r,vater molecules in the

stabilj-zation of the complex6 0 but their application to

dideoxynucleosides or indeed DNA is not straightforward20,6L,

6.2 Fleterogeneity of the Bindi.ng Sites

The existence of a binding specificity for

adeni-ne-thymine (A-T) or gJuani-ne-cytosine (G-C) base-pairs

has been the subject of much controversyo2'6s. fn most

studies involvi-ng the aminoacridines proflavine (PF),

acr:if lavj.ne (AC), 9-aminoacridine (9-AA) as wef I as ethidium

bromide, it has been shown that the strong binding is not

base-specific and the dye is randoml5z distributed among the

avail-able binding sites6 3-6 7 . On the other hand, the

heterogeneity of binding sites has been demonstrated by

different methods. Temperature studies3s and free energy

caleulations6s'6s have shown the higher stabil.j'zation caused

by a dye intercalated between the A-T base-¡:airs. Kinetic+ e

and viscosity'3 studies have lj-nkecl the binding site of

non-intercalated clyes to G-C rich regj-ons. Fluorescence

spectroscopy has proved the most sensj-tive method for studying

this heterogeneityT0. Indeed, it has been possibte to
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d-istinguish two types of strong binding sites according to

the fluorescence behavj-our of the dye-DNA complexes: one

site, associated with à G-C base-pair, queuches the

fluorescence of the bound dye wh.ile the other site,

associated with an A-T base-pair, enhances the fl-uorescence

of the bound clyeu2264'66'7t'72. Guanine has been shown to be

responsible for the quenching phenomenonT4.

Of the two more recent and sensitive techniques used

so far for the study of the dye-DNA complexes, that is to say

nanosecond fluorescence decay studies6s' 67'7 s and

temperature-jump relaxation studies using fluorescence

detectionTT , no new major and clefinitive information has been

provided but they have shown the complexity of the

intercalation process and revealed the importance of the

heterogeneity of the binding sites for the understanding of

the biological effects produced by the dye molecules.

6.3 Spectroscopic Methods for the Study of -the_ Dye-DNA

I nteraction

In the second part of this thesis, we will look at

the interaction between dyes and DNA from a spectroscopic

point of view, usi-ng absorption and circu.Iar dichroi*snl

techniques with the intention of correlating the data obtained

with observations previously made and in order to determine

whether we can apply the different theoretical approaches

outLined in the first part of this thesis to this new problem.

6 . 3 . I Absorption Spectro_scqpy

Absorption spectroscopy has been intensively used in

this domain and has already given important information on

the binding process. Tlre !,!1ainS of a dye to DNA (or any

other polymer) is characterised by a shj.ft to the recl of its
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absorption spectrum with respect to that of the free dye; this
shift is accompanied by ã hypochromic effectì I I Ir+ ¡t+t ¡7I if the

dye intercal-ates into the DNA he1ix, whereas hyperchrornic

effects30rTe¡80 have been found. for dyes which bind only to
the outside of the DNA he-tix. Even though the number of

examples is insufficient to allow us to generalise upon this
finding, we can say that the hypochromic effect is totally
compatible with a model in which close contact or stacl<ing

occurs between the dye and the base-pair rings on

intercalation. In tabl-e 6.1 r.ve have calculated, with the use

of equation 5.1, the percentage hypoehromism , I1%, of the dye

el-ectr:onic transition which results from the binding of the

dye to the DNA. Theoret.ical- c,alculatj-ons enab.Le us to
correl-ate the hypochromj-sm to its geometrical contribution
as 1n equation 5,2 or in a more detaileci f orms +

¡¡ = aJß-Nn v I
'-(cos 0ii - 3

RO
cos2 0i)cos Oij (6.1)DNA

h ii"o-i
where R is the distance separating the two coupled transj-tion

moments Unne and ilnyn, To*o and loru al:e the transi.tion

frequencies. The angles 0i, Urj are defined in figure 6.3.

I'Ve can note, ir equation 6.I, that the hypochromlsm will be

mainly dependent on the distance R. Using the simpti_fied

model in f igure 6.3 we can wrj-te equatì-on 6.1 as

V .¡(o1j,oi) (6.2)

2

DYE

ccH DNA
2v 2

DYEDNA

with

f(0ij,0i) (cos 0 ij 3 cos2 01)cos 0ij sin3 ê.-t (6.3 )

The geontetrical fac:tor f (0i j ,0i) depends on15r on the

geometrical- rel-ation existing betleen the dye and the DNA

base-pair transit:'-on moments " In f igure 6.4 'çve have ptotteci
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Proflavine (PF)

Acriflavine (AC)

9-aminoacridine (9AA)
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di-tert-buty1 PFa
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Table 6.1 CALCULATION OF THE GEOMETRICAL FACTOR IN EQUATION 6.2 FOR DYE-DNA COMPLEXES.

a" f rorn f igure 2a of ref erence 52.
b fron figure 2 of reference 30.
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FIG.6.3 SCIIEMATIC DIAGRAM SHOWING THE GEO}{ETRY
USED IN CALCULATING THE GEO¡,IETRICAL FACTOR
rN EQUATTON 6.3.
(A),view perpendicularly to the DNA helix axj-s;
(B),vievr along the DNA helix axis.
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f (0i j,0i) versus the cllstance, d, separating the clye from the DNA

hetix axis (d = aftan 0i). The distance, a, which separates
ol5

the base-pair to the dye rvas f ixed to 3.44 It lvas assurned

in figure 6,4 that the non-intercalated dye binds in one of

the grooves of the DNA73 ancl that tl:e lirnit of j.ntercalation

domain coincides with the non-overlapping of the dye and the

base-pair rings. A satisfactory correlation is found Ì.¡etlveen

the experimental- geometrical faetor in table 6.1 and the

theoretical geomeúricaI factc¡r, f (0i¡,0i), in figure 6.4 as

regards their dependence on the distance d, which separates

the DNA helix axis to the dye tnolecule. ene ative value

of the geometrical f 39to_{, ob=t_ai4ed i.n table 6 .1 f or the

1¡ttVf green-DNA compJ-ex, can be explained by the fact that

the bound. methyl green molecule is situated i-n the wide

groove of the DNA at a distauce of 5 to 6Å from the helix

,?ïi"tt. The geotnetrical factor for the long axis polarised

transition of the intercalated dye ranges from 5.6 IOs to

B l0s cm-I, which indicates that the position of intercalation,

in relati<¡n to the DNA helix axis, is rather similar for

these dyes. The differences j.n these values can be

attributed to differences j-n the angle Otj (the geometrical

factor associated rvith the shc¡rt axis poLarised transition

of the intercalated dye is nearly two times more important

than the one associated with the long axis polarised

transition) or to differences in the twist and titt angles36

between thc base pair and the dye. In fact, the relatively

high value of the geometrical factor obtained for acriflavine

can be explained (equation 4.8 of reference 34) by the fact

that its orientation inside the DNA, is more perpendicular to

the helix axis than any other bound dyes36.
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Until now we have only consiclered the binding of à

monomeric dJ'e 'bo the DNA i-n the strong binding region, âs has

most of the resea.rch dcne so fàr, but absorption and above

aII circular dichroism, as we will- see later, have reveal-ed

beyond a1l doubt the presence of 'à di¡neric dye species which

is to t¡e found well before the appa::ition of the aggregate

bound dye in the rveak binding ¡ç'gion2 6 . The dimeric

absorption spectrum is characteri.zed- by a shift to the blue

of its maximu.m position with respect to that of the monomeric

dye as well- as by à hypochromic effect due to the stacking

of the two moieties of the dimer26; these changes a.re simil.ar

to the ones observed for the dimeric dye in free solntions"u',

although l-ess perceptible2 6. Among the theories which have

been involied for explainlng the spectral changes that take

place upon dimerizatlons3, the exciton theoryBa has received

considerable attention and strong support. It 1s important

to note that, the outside l¡ound clye observed in .-

temperature-jump studless3 t47 -ut, is in fact a bound dimeric

dye'6 çconcl-uslon based on the shape of the ab*sorption

spectrum attributed to the "outside bounrl dye"), which casts

some doubt on the results obtained from the use of this

technique.

6,3 ,2 Ci¡:cular Di.chroism ( CD)

In 1961, Neville and Braclleyus found that the optically

inactive dyes acquired optieal activity on binding to DNA as

it was observecl earlier when they bind to asymmetric helical
polymers86'87. A l-ot of research has been devoted to this
particular phenomenon in order to fincl a mechanism capable of

inducing optical activity in a. dyo on bincting to DNA.

Several mechanismss I emerge if we consider the optical
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properties of both the dye and of the DNA and they are al.I

described in paragraph 1.1.

The use of CD as a new method of ì-nvestigation has

become very popular in the l-ast two decades and various

attempts at interpreting the CD spect::um have been made. In

the statistical analysis method, 1t was assumed that the

optlcal activitSr de¡:ends on the succession of binding sj-tes

occupied by a dye molecule separated by empty sitesss,se-stt.

The good fit of the evol-ution of the CD spectrum with the

square of the bound d.ye to phosphate ratio (r') fed to the

interpretation that the dye-dye interaction was mainl-y

responsible for the induced optical activity through the

f ormation of a dj-meric speciesB e , s 2-s 4 or of à helical aîTay

of bound dye molecules3 5, Bs, s s, e 6 . Altlrough statistical

methods gave satisfactory results, their meanings can be

questioned because of the use of only one wavelength of

observation. They àr:e al-so questionable because of the use

of a singl.e equation representing onl-y one type of binding,

in spite of the fact that different types of binding occur

over such a larger rarìge of binding as shown by other

experimental techni-ctrues" and by the variations in the shape

of the CD spectrum envelope as the binding proceeclse2. The

changes which occur in the CD spectrum with an j.ncrease in

the amount of binding or with an increase in tenperature led

some studi-es into consideration of the deconvolution of the

spectrum in different bandsst,s2rsT-ss, This methocl, which

origj-na11y seemed quite promisj-nß, gave rise to all sorts of

j-nterpretatious about the number of bancls, the nurnber of

transitions or the number of exc.iton interactions present in

the CD speetl:um. Furlhermore, most of these interpretations
proved inaclequate in bhat they were not l¡ackecl up by curren'b
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theories. The very few theoretical calcul-ations done on the

CD spectrum of the dye-DNA complex were ttnable to reproduce

the experimental CD spectrums 6' I 0 0 
.

In concLusi.on, we can say that, although CD

meâsur:ements have been rvldely used for the stttdy of dye-DNA

interactions, there has not emerged, âs Vet, a satisfactory

unified model for the interpretation of the induced optical

activity.

Recently, DaIgl.ei.sh et af . a 6 I e 0 welre abl-e to distingulsh

through CD measurements, two groups of dyes binding to DNA.

The first group, which includes proflavine, ethidium bromide

and 3-aminoac::idine dyes, shows, when complexed to DNA, a
)

great change in the magnitude of the CD spectrum with an

increase in the amount of binding. Each one of these dyes

possesses a common sub-structure, the 7*arninoquinoline.

These dyes could bind to DNA 1n a similar manner by making

hydrogen bonds between thej-r 3-amino groups and the phosphate

groups of DNA. l:-, and 9-aminoacridine, which show little

variation in their CD spectra when the binding to DNA proceeds,

are characteristic of t,he second group and are supposed to

have a. different geometry of binding from the first group.

To test the validity of this differentiatj-on between dyes, we

will study the CD spectra of several dye-DNA compJ.exes,

choosing dyes that e're eharacterl'-stic of both groups.
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7 . THE ACRIDINE ORANGE AND PIìOFLAVINE_DNA COMPI,EXES

7.I Blectronic Properties of the AO ancl PF Dyes

The electronic properties of dye molecules have been

extensivelSr sbudiecl by Zattkerl 0l-l 04. Through the use of

fluorescence poLarízation and low temperature measurements,

he was able to assign each band present in the absorption

spectrum to an electrorric trausition, ac:cording tc the Platt

classificationr0s. In particular, by correlating the

absorption spectrum of prof lavine with other sj.nill-ar dyes,

Wittwer ancì Zankerl03 predicted that its visible absorption

spectrum wa.s composite, with a" strong long axis polarised

transition and, olì its low energy si-de , a short axis

polari-sed transition of Iower intensity. Figure '/.I shows

the absorption spectrum and its tentative resol-ution into

vibronic bands, âs wefl- as the dichroic spectrum for the

two dyes studied, acridine orange (AO) and prof ,r.avine (PF) .

Their envelopes are rather simi.lar in shape brut the positj-on

of the intensity max j-mum occurs at dif f erent wavelengths.

The constancy of the dichroic ratio over the entire visible

band as wel-1 as the agreement between experimental and

calculated envelopes of the absorption band for the two dj'es

indicate beyond all doubt the presence of only one transition

which is long axis polarised according to the value of the

dichroic ratio. Thus a second transition at a longer

w3lelenSth as predicted by Wittwer and Zankerr03 iÎ it

existed, would have a very low intensityr06. The

concentration of the dyes used in Zanker's workl03 (10-+ mc¡l-

dm-3) was too high, especialLy when usinp; these clyes whj-ch

have a high tendency to dimerizeB r,l0 7. Their rveak shonr-cier

observed on the low energy side of the absorption enveJ_ope
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TabLe 7.L PARAMETERS OBTAINED FROM THB FIT OF THE

ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF DYES.

(Figures in brackets are linear estimates of the standard
deviations of the best-fit parameters.)

a - The parameters are defined in appendix C.

Parametersâ Acridine Orange Proflavine

v oo (cm ')

X

(cm ')

-l(cm,')

-r dm3 cm-l)

f

V

b,

e lmoloo'

20300 (10)

0.55 (0.01)

LzeO (2O)

t26O (20)

57300 (600)

O.57 s

222eo (r0)

o.64 (0.02)

r2eo (20)

1590 (20)

36600 (400)

0.502
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and attributed to a shorE axls polarised transitj-on c

well be the result of exciton splittj-ngs82. Furthermore,

previous theoretical calculations of the electronic transitions

of these dyesl0srr0e including those nade in this laboratory

(tab1e 7.2) do not show any sign of transition on the lower

energy side of the intense long axj-s polarised transition but,

on the contrary, have indj-cated the presence of a weak short

axis polarised transition at higher energies. The synthesis

of the acridine' orange reporter N,N,N-Trimethyl-N',N'-

dimethyl-N' -2 [ ( 3, 6-di ( dimethy] amino ) acridi n-g-y1 ) amino J e thyl-

1,3-diammoniumpropane dichloridelr0 has allowed us to resol-ve

the problem of the electronic transitions of these dyes. The

clichroic ratio behaviour over the visibl-e region of the

spectrum (figure 7,2) confirms the results obtained from

theoretical calculations.

7 .2 The Armstrong, Kurucsev and Strauss Binding ltlodel

,In ordg_r._t-e _tnt-erpret .the evol-Ution of the optiga_J-- data

according to the amount _of binding, 1t is essential to

establish a binding mode1. Although the distinction between

a strong binding, with intercal-ation of the dye into the DNA,

and a weak binding, with fixatic¡n of the dye on the surface of

the DNA, seems at first à satisfactory explanation of the

general features of the binding processt +, it proves to be

oversimpJ-ifj.ed especially with the recent development of more

and more sensitive nethods of detection that show clearly the

complexity of the phenomenon. For example, the presence of an

isosbestic point in the absorption spectra of AO, PF and

9AA-DNA complexes at dlfferent values of T (ratio of the bound

dye to DNA phosphate concentration), rvhic.h is a good

indication of the existence of two spectroscopically distinct



Tab1e 7.2 CALCULATED ENERGIES, INTENSIfIES AND POLARISATIONS OF PROFLAVINE CATION.

a. - Only the transitions in the visible part of the spectrum \ryere considered.

b - The polarisation directions X and Y correspond to the long and short molecular symmetry axj-s
of the proflavine, respectively.

c - The theoretical calculatj-ons were carried out using the SCF-CI-PPP method described by
Bailey3 7.

Po
LO

reference

108

this studyc

Polarisation
directionb

X

Y

X

Y

x

Oscillator strength
f

I .052

0.045

0.002

t,062

o,o77

0.000

Energya of the
(0.0) band in cm-r

23:7OO

2Ee5O

3ry5o

24leo

25,63O

30pr0
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species, has been refuted by more recent investigations26's2,

Furthermore, numerous binding studj-es have shown that the

amount of binding is restricted. The nearest neighbour

exclusion model, where all base-pairs àTe potential

intercalation sites, with the restriction that intercalation

occurs at adjacent sites, has provided a satisfactory

representation for the binding of several

dyes26r2 8,3s rs2'! 1l,ll2.' Although the binding process seems

to be relatively complexlr3' lI4, the simple model- postulated

by Armstrong, Kurucsev and Strauss26 has proved satisfactory

for a quantitative lnterpretation of the data from various

experimental-,techniques26 2e2 such as equilibrium dialysis and

viscosimetry as well- as absorption and fluorescence

spectroscopy. This model incorporates aLl- the characteristics

of the nearest neighbour exclusion model but, iD additj-on, it

allows for the binding of a non-intercalated dye next to an

already intercalated dye, the two dyes therefore constituting

a dimer. The model thus formul-ated can be represented by the

following equilibria
K' Ko

AF + DNA r¿ Ar + An Ê ArAz

where AF, Ar and ArAz represent respecti-vely the free dye of

concentration CF, the intercal-ated dye of concentration Cr and

the bound dye in dj-meric form of concentration Ctz, The dimer

ArAz is made up of a" non-intercalated dye, Az, bound to an

already intercalated d)'e A1 . The dimerization constant, K2,

is given by the expression
Ctz

Kz cr(cr

The expression for the binding

more complex. In this thesis,

the original description of the

is, in general,

limit ourselves to

will use it in a

(7.1)Ct z)

constant Kr

we will not

model, but
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more general way with no restrictions on the number of sites

excluded.. Crothersl t l, SchelÌrnanr I6 as well as lt{cGhee and

Von Hippel t t t , using different approaches, were able to derive

a bind.ing isotherm for the general site exclusion mode1. If

we include the dimeric contribution, their expression takes

the following form

r Kr
o

ttr 2nr) + 2Kz

cr(rt

tr -.nnrJ j
CF 2(n-l-)rJ + 2K2Cp[1 (n-1)r n- (7 .2)

where n represents the number of base-pairs per binding site

and r represents the ratio of bound dye to the total- DNA

phosphate concentrati-on (r = CB/Cout).

As the dyes studi-ed present no optlcal activity when

free in solutions s , it is of interest, iri order to give a

more accurate picture of the phenomena, to correct the data

for the free dye contribution and thus express the circular

dichroism per mole of bound dye. The bound dye concentration

is given by

CB = Ct + Ctz (7.3)

Following the definition of r, we can write the two

quantities as follows:

r1 = Cr/C¡¡a and r.tz - Crz/COUA (7,4)

Equation 7.I can then be written as

ltz
Kz (7 .5)

T

rtz)

At infinite dilution of the dye into the DNA, only the

intercal-ated dye in a monomeric form is present . I{ fact,

its CD spectrum is similar in shape to the absorptj-on

spectrum; the position maxima of the two spectra coincide.

We have also seen that the evolution of the CD spectrum with

r was governed by dye-dye interactionsB5¡Ie's2-ss. That is
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why the existence of only two bound species in the stroug

binding region enables us to express the molar circula,r

dichroism at each wavenumber in terms of a monomeri-c and a

dimeric contribution

¡e (l) = Ae(T)*o'o + ae(T)¿i*.' ( 7.6)

In general, the expression for circular dichroism is more

complex than the one for absorptionr r s : not only does the

intercalated clye acquire optical activity because of the

perturbation of the DNA base-paì-rs, but so too does the

non-intercalated dye of the dimer. Thus, we can write the

monomeric molar circular dichroism i-n equatlon 7 .6 as

Aell)o'o'o = $nr' (Tl * ïioe, çT) ( 7.r)

where ¡e,(l) and ¡er(T) are the molar circuLar dichroism

induced into the species Ar and A2 respectively. Because

these monomeric CD spectra ori-ginate from the same electronic

transition of the dye and because the same source of

perturbation is responsible for the j-nduction of optical

activity in the intercalated and non-intercalated dyes,

we can assume that the shape and position of these CD spectra

a"re identical, although they may dif f er both in sign and

magnitude. Thus, unless lerçT¡ is zero, we may write

ae, 1T¡ = pA., (T) ( r ,B)

where p is a constant. Equation 7 .7 becomes

¿s (T) r? n fn¡ner (T) (7 .e)mono

According to our mode1, the dimeric nolar circular dichroism

is given by

¡e (T)
d imer þte r z (T) (7. r0)
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where ¡erz(T) ari-ses from degenerate exciton interactions

between the trvo dyes iu the species ArAz. The vibronic

exciton theory described in paragraph 2,2 as weII as the

procedure f ol-l-owed in paragraph 5 .5 to calcul-ate the spectrum

of APA were used to ì-nterpret the dimeric CD spectrum. It

follows that Aerz(T) is composite, including the contribution

by the in-phase ¡s+(l) and the out-of-phase Âe (v) coupling

between the transition moments of the two dyes constituting

the dimer.

The optical activity observed may be expressed by the

corresponding rotational- strength defined in equation D.2

(appendix D) and thus permits a better comparison with

theoretical calculations. In the same wây as equations 7 ,9

and 7 ,IO, we may write

& _ =1&, *rl=,R,mono r r.

R" = r¿¿ &-r (7. r1 )d imer

^-where tlt is the rotational strength corresponding to the

out-of-phase coupJ-ing of the transition moments in the dimer

(equation 2.LT) .

7 .3 The Circular Dichroism of the Acridi-ne Orange -DNA

Complex

Figure 7,3 shows some CD spectra of the AO-DNA complex

in l-O-3 mol dm-3 NaCl sol-ution for different values of r.

These spectra are corrected for the free dye contribution.

This was achieved by the use of the binding equilibrium

data of Armstrong ef al-.26 at the lowest ionic strength

studied bo find the concentration of the bound dye, CB, and

hence the CD per mole of bound dye, ÂÊ, at various values of

r. Their data were later confirmed by the equilibrium dialysis
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measurements of Fredericq andHoussiers2 j-n 10-3 mol dm-3 NaCI.

Figure 7,3 also includes the CD spectrum extrapolated to
r = 0. Its shape and its maximum position coincide with

those of the corresponding absorption spectrum, sholn in
figure 7.4, as predlcted by theoryr20,l2r . The starting
point for the procedure used to cal-culate the climeric

spectrum, is the determination of the absorption spectrum of

the intercalated monomeric species, Ar, and its fit to à

single harmonic progression represented in figure 7 ,4, The

vertical Iines show the positions and are proportional to

the intensities of the individual vibronic bands. The

results of the deconvolution of the absorbance spectrum in
vibronic bands provide five parameters rvhich are

chataeteristi.c of the monomeric spectrum and are given in
table 7.3. In addition to three of the fixed parameters, X,

V and bo, only one adjustable parameter, the exciton
Þ

coupling parameter, which characterizes the strength of the

exciton coupling between the two moietles of the dimer, is
needed for the computation of the dimer spectra. A serj-es

of cornputed CD dimer spectra for different values of the

exciton coupling parameter is shown in figure 7 ,5. In this
figure, the positive peak maxima have been normalised to

unity. As we have already noted for the CD spectrum of APA

in paragraph 5.5, the vibronic character of the spectrum is
responsible for producing asymmetrical positive and negative

contributj-ons to the dimeric CD spectrum, even though the

spectrum is "conservative" with $t * So- = O. From our model ,

we assume that the geometry of the bound dimer is fixed,
which also implies a constant value of the exeiton coupling

parameter as the amoun-b of binding increases. The value of

the exciton coupli-ng parameter was chosen so that the spectrum
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TAble 7,3 PARAMETERS OBTAINED FROM THE FIT OF THE ACRIDINE

ORANGE-DNA SPECTRA AT r - O.

(Figures in brackets are Iinear estimates of the standard
de'¿iations of the best-f it parameters. )

a - The parameters are defined in appendix C.

Parametersa Absorption Circular di-chroism

v oo (cm-t )

x

V (cm-t )

b o
6

(cmìr ¡

eoo(mo1-t dmt cm-I)

f

Â.oo(mol-t dmt cm-r)

I9,94O ( I0 )

o.50 (0.01)

1300 (20)

1r50 (20)

5qe00 (700)

o,44q

19,960 ( 20 )

o,46 (0.02)

1290

1050 (20)

-8.2 (0.2)
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obtained from the superposj.tion of a monomer cD spectrum with

à computed dimer CD spectrum gi-ves the best fit to the

experimental- CD spectra. The criterion for this choice has

been mainly based on the shape of the CD spectruin, irr

particular on the ratio of the two negative lobe intensities
and on the ratio of the positive to negative peak intensi-ties.
We found a value of IBO cm-r for the exciton coupling

parameter to be the most suitable value for the fitting of

all the experimental CD spectra of the AO-DNA complex. The

knowledge of the shape of both the monomeric and d.imeric cD

spectra enables us to separate the experi-mental CD spec'bra

into monomeric and dimeric contributions in accordance with
equatlons 7,6 and 7,IL as in figure 7,6. .Figures Z.Z and T.B

give some examples of the fit of the observed CD spectra.

The fuII vertical l-j-nes show the positions and are

proportional to the intensities of the calculated exciton

bands. The broken lines are proportional to the vibronic
bands of the monomeric spect.rum of species Ar and Az, The

observed spectra result from the cancel-l-ation of positive
and negative bands rvhose actual" magnitudes exceed the scare

of f igures 7 ,7 and 7 .8. The value of 9", in equat j-on Z ,II ,

which corresponds to the intercalated species 41, 1s

determined from an extrapolation of the observed cD spectra

to r = 0. The use of the value of the dimerization
constant , Kr, already determined in a study of the AO-DNA

complex in dil-ute salt26, enables us to cal-cul-ate the

quantiti"= +L anO S using equation 2,5. Next, the fit of

the experimental monomeric and dimeric rotational strengths
to equation 7,II gives the value of. Øn anA% (figure T,g),
The val-ues of the rotational strengths of Ao bound to DNA

àre collected in tabl-e 7 ,4
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TAble 7.4 CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTHS OF DYES BOUND TO DNA.

Ø'- x 104 o
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The CD spectra of the AO-DNA complex in solutions of

0.1 and I.O mol dm-3 NaCI eoncentrations r,vere al-so studied.

Horvever, the amount of uncertainty in the values of K2,

determined previously at high ionic strengths", prevents

their use in our stud¡r. This has led us to use a differen't

procedure in orcler to extract the parameters characteristic

of the binding of the dye at high salt concentrations. The

evoLution of the CD spectra with the amount of binding, is

similar to that observed at low salt concentration. The

extrapolation of the CD spectra to infinite dilution of the

AO dye in DNA is found to be independent of the salt

concentration, lD the limits of experimental uncertainty

(figure 7.6). We can assume, then, that the geometry of

the non-intercalated dye in high salt concentrations is

similar to that in 0.001 mo1 dm-3 NaCl solution; it follows

that 9"2 and % are also independent of the salt

concentration. From these quantities, w€ are able to

calcuiate the concentrations of the species Ar r ArAz, the

amount of bound dye CB as à function of r and to deduce

the value of the dimerization constant Kz for the two hi-gh

salt concentrations by using equation 7.I (figure 7.10). The

binding isotherms obtained by plotting r /CV versus r are

shown in f i-gure 7 .LI. They were f itted to the neighbour

exclusion equation 7 .2, using the value of Kz derived in
figure 7.1O. The values of Kr and n determined at the

different salt concentrations are collected in table 7 .5.

7,4 The Circular Dichroism of the Proflavine-DNA Complex

The same proceclure wiII
spectra of the PF-DNA complex.

experimental- CD spectra of the

to analyse the CD

7 ,I2 shows some

in O.OOI rnol dm-3 NaCI

be used

Figure

complex
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Table 7.5 EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS OF INTERCALATION AND OF DIMERIZAÎION OF DYES BOUND TO DNA.

à - Va1ues taken from reference 26.

H
?
t\)

n (eq. 7,2)

2

3

4

2

2

.l

K1 x IO-s
mol-1 dm3

Acridine Orange

7.3

o,32

o. 17

r 1.0

t 0.05

r 0.04

30 t5
2.O È O.2

1,2 t 0.3

Proflavine

1.5 t 0.5

0.19 ! O.O2

0.040 ! 0.005

30 t5
2.2 t 0.3

0.3 t 0.1

K2 x IO-s
mol-l dm3

Concentration of
NaCl; mo1 dm-3

o. oota

0.1

1.0

0.001

0.1

1.0

a
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solution, coïrected for the free dye contribution. It is
found in figure 7.I3 that the val-ue of Aer (v) 1o* Ø,)
increases with salt concentration, being ni1 for the 0.001

mol- dm-3 NaCl solution. Figure 7.14 represents the

extrapoJ-ated CD and absorption spectra to r = 0 and the

tentative fit of these spectra to an harmonic progression

whose parameters are given in table 7 ,6. Figure 7 ,15 shows

an experimental CD spectrum together with the calculated one.

The values of &'2 and fii are obtained through the use of

equation 7.lI (figure 7.9). The fit of the binding isotherms

to the neighbour excl-usion equation 7.2 is represented in

f igure 7 ,1-6. , In tabl-e 7 .4 and 7 .5 are collected all of the

resul-ts of the analysis of the CD spectra of the PF-DNA

complex in the three cencentrations of NaCl solutions.

7,5 fnterpretation of the Results Obtained from the Bindine

Study

To the methods of analysis such as equilibrium

dialysis, viscosimetry, absorption and fluorescence

spectroscopy26 's2, which have satisfied the requirements

of the Armstrong, Kurucsev and Strauss model-"u , we have to

add circular dichroism spectroscopy. In fact, even though

the application of the observed data was not direct, the

hypotheses made in order to obtain these results were all
fully justified.

7 5.1 Justification of the Method Used

The

dominates

presence of only one electronic transit_1o4 wþi.ch

the visible *spectrun,, ? Egy elepqfrt in the

justification of the procedure we used, -is manifest, not

the resul-ts of previous investigationsl 0 6only if one looks at
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Table 7

(Figures in
deviations

6 PARAMETERS OBTAINED FROM THE FIT OF

PROFLAVINE-DNA SPECTRA AT r = 0.
THE

brackets are linear estimates of the standard
of the best-fit parameters. )

Parameters a Absorpt ion Circular dichroism

v (

x

cm-r )oo

V (cm-t )

b g (

I

cm-r )

e(oo' mo -l dm3 cm-r )

aroo(mol-l dm3 cm-t)

f

2t62o (10)

0.56 (0.01)

1310 (30)

13e0 (20)

3+2oo (400)

0.38s

2Tþoo (20)

o.67 (0.02)

r310

13eO (30)

3 .65 (0.05 )
b

a

b

The

Ae

parameters are defined in Appendix C.

is gì-ven for a NaCl concentration of 1.0 mol d.m-3oo
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but al-so if one considers the results of theoretical

calculationsl0s'r0s that deny the presence of a weak n-T*

transition on the low energy side of the strong long axj-s

polarised transition. '!tle have also shown that the

absorption and CD spectra of the dye-DNA complexes, as weII

as the absorption spectrum of the dye alone, coul-d be

satisfactorily fitted to a single harmonic progression.

Given the di-fferent geometrical relationships existing between

the short and long axis transitions of the dyes on the one

hand and the perturbation brought about by the DNA on the

other, wê would expect these differences to be expressed in

the CD spectrum envelope (in particular a shift of the CD

maximum position in relation to the absorption maximum

position as was the case with adenosine in paragraph 4.3).

Now, the parameters in tables 7.6 and 7.3 show the

simitarity between the absorption and CD spectra, which is

in agreement with theoretical calculations!20'r2t made on

this particul-ar problem.

Moreover, the assumption that the posi-tion and the

shape of the spectrum of both the intercalated and the

non-intercalated species were identical, can be amply

justified, if, for example, one compares the visible

absorption spectra of proflavine (figure 7.14) with its

di-tert-butyt derivative (figure 2 of reference 30). Not

only are their shapes identical but, above all, on binding

to DNA their maximum position is shifted to the red by the

sarne amount of energy (tu 8OO cm-r ), even though proflavine

is intercalated22 t2s '26, whll-e di-tert-butyl proflavine

binds to the DNA but does not intercalate30.

As for the computed dj-meric spectrum, its validity is

based on a well developed theory which has already been
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applied with success in similar cases (absorption spectra of

dye dj-mers and dinucleosides in solutionl22 and CD spectra of

dinucleosides in paragraph 5. ) and it not only fits quite

satisfactorily the experimental spectra but it also appears

to resoLve most of the problems previously encountered in the

interpretation of the dye-DNA complex CD spectra. The

"non-conservative" aspect of the CD spectra has been one of

these problemsse-el,e3re4's6,s8, and was mainly attributed to

the presence of non-degenerate in'feractions adding to the

degenerate ones. Now, we show in f igure 7.5, that 1,onty\ tfre
\¡

presence of degenerate interactionsY is necessary to produce a

"non-conservative" CD spectrum, which is a consequence of the

vibronic nature of the transition considered. Another problem

has been the number of bands appearing in the AO-DNA CD

spectrum. Only two bands of opposite sign a-re predicted by

t.h" exciton theory; the presence of two negative lobes in

addition to the intense positive band at lower energy has

been attributed by some to the existence of two exciton

interactionsse,s2-tu, one between monomers, the second betrveen

dimers, and by others to the existence of several electronic

transitionssT-ss. Holever, it is evident that the difference

between the CD spectra of AO and PF-DNA complexes, in

f igures 7.7, 7.8 and 7.I5, arises only fr:om the particular

shape of thelr monomeric spectrum whose vibronic bands are

better resol-ved in the case of AO than for PF (compare the

absorption spectra of the two dyes in solution in figure 7 .I,

or in the presence of DNA in figures 7.4 aud 7,14, âs well as

their CD spectra for r = 0 1n figures 7 .3 and 7 .L4,

From the various parameters derived, we can make

several conclusions at'lout the bindlng of dyes to DNA.
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7 .5,2 The Intercalation Process

Figures 7.LL and 7.L6 show that the binding isotherm

curves derived from equation 7.2 give a reasonable fit to the

AO and PF binding data. Our derived val-ues of Kr in 0.I and

1 mol dm-3 NaCl solutions (table 7.5) are of the same order of

magnitude as the ones obtained with different

methoclsr4,s2 '123-r2s, which gives further support for the

validity of the model used. Although the nearest-neighbour

exclusion model prevails at low salt concentrations (n = 2),

with the exclusion arising from changes in local DNA structure

at neighbouring base-pairs of an intercalated

dyet ?'6 ' r27 ' 14,+, t u u , it is shown to be unsuitable in higher

sal-t concentrations. Indeed, f igures 7.1I and 7.L6 as well

as table 7 .5 show that the number of sltes excluded (n 1)

for intercalation, increases with the salt concentration,

which is in entire agreement with equilibrium dialysis

resultsr k 1 t+ 2 ¡ ! 2 3 . CompetÍtive binding between intercalated

dyes and cationsll3't2s seems to be responsible for the

dependence of both the parameters n and Kr olt salt

concentration. In fact, sodium cati-ons for example, not only

bind to the phosphate groups as one would expect on

electrostatic grounds, but they have also been found, using

X-ray meâsurements, iD a rnore "intercal-ated" position, either

bound to a hydroxyl group of a cytictine residue60 or to a

carbonyl group of uracyl-r28. Another possi-ble reason for the

decrease in maximum intercalatlon with increasing concentration

of salt is that the sodium cations, bound to the phospha.te

groups, prevent the dye from approaching the base-pairs of

DNA (this, effect will be more important in the small groove

of DNA whj-ch has a high density in phosphatesttt). It has
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also been demonstrated that, in 1ow salt concentration, the

electrostatic repulsions between the phosphate groups of DNA

are strong enough to overcome the base stacking

interactionsl2s, and. therefore to increase the separation

between base-pairs, which is favourable to the intercal-ation

processt23. Although the effects of cations have been

satisfactorily analysed through their influence on tlre

parameters n and on the binding constant Kr, a more complex

isothermic model t I 7 should be used if one wants to give a

more correct representation of the intercalation process.

7 .õ.3 The Dimerization Process

The decrease in the val-ue of the dimerizati-on constant,

Kz t with an increase in salt concentration also indicates a

decrease in dye binding to DNA. But, if we plot the quantity

KzCu against T , as j-n f igure 7 .I7, w€ can see that the

experimental data, r€ferring to the three salt concentrations

used, lie approximately on the sâme curve. Thus 62Cp, which

is equivalent to the ratio of the bound dimer to bound

monomer concentratlons (equation 7,1), is independent of the

salt concentration. This implies that, unlike the

intercalation process, the dimerization process is rather

insensitive to salt effects. Therefore, the lesser amount

of dimer formed in high salt concentratj-ons is mainly the

consequence of the presence of less intercalated dyes, âs

we can see in fignre 7.l-7, through the existence of a

trsaturation 1eve1" of bound dyes which occurs at decreasing

values of r when the salt concentration increases; for
example, this saturation in PF ciyes binding to DNA o:ccurs

for a value of r around 0.14 in 0.1 mol dm-3 NaCl soluti.on,

which is in perfect agreement with the results obtained from
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an electron mi-croscope study of the PF-DNA complex in the

same salt concentration I 3 2 . lvloreover , the assumpt ion made

about the non-intet.ltraud and dimeric rotational strength

i-ndependence on salt concentratj-on, f inds support in our

conclusions on the insensitivity of the dimerLzation process

to salt concentratj-on. Furthermore, if we compare the

dimerization constant of the two dyes, ir tabl-e 7.5, we ca.n

conclude that the presence of à non-intercal-ated dye, or

dimer process, depends on the tendency of the two dyes to

di-merize in free solution8r'82 'I07,133, as was the case when

these dyes bind to pol¡zmerseT r I18.

As it has been established that a high ionic strength
prevents electrostati-c binding of the dye to the outside of

the DNAI'*, we want to dissociate this kind of binding, caIled.

"weak bj-nding", mainly associated with the binding of

aggregates and occurring for values of r higher than the

ones we studied, f rom the b j-nding of our non-intercal_ated

species which forms a dimer with an already intercalated
dye and which take-s place in the strong binding region (from

the lnspection of the AO-DNA CD spectra, the presence of the

dimerj-c species is already manifest at a value of T = 0.008).

7 ,5.4 The Geometrv of the Dimeric Dye Bound to DNA

Table 7.4 informs us about the binding of the

non-intercarated dye. The derived values of the induced cD

of the non-intercalated bound dye are similar for Ao and pF

dyes and, more important, these varues correspond to that of
the typically non-intercal-ated di-tert-buty1 proflavine
dyet'0. A rotational strength of about l4O x lO-ko "g= at

r = 0 was cal-culated from the published d,ata (figure S of
reference 130). This agreement is in favour of the binding
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model used ancl shows cl-early that the dyes bind to the "outsicle"

of DNA in a rather simil-ar wâV, whi-ch is not surprising f or

such similar dyes. The precise location of the

non-intercalated dye is rather urrcertain. Given the similar

change in the absorption spectra of the intercalated and

non-intercalated dyes on binding to DNA, wê can conclude that

the latter interacts also with the DNA bases, probably in one

of the grooves of DNAI 3 l. We can also point out that a much

stronger induced optical activity is associated with the

. Ionq axis polarised transition of the non-intercalated dyes

compared with that of the intercalated dyesT s ' I 3 0 
.

The uncertainty in the deri.ved values of the dimeric

rotational strengtfr do not allow us to make a comparison

between the PF and AO bound dimer, but the magnitude of the

exciton coupling parameter, of the order of 2OO cm-t, is such

that interaetions between the two moieties of the dimer are

weak, which is in agreement with the model used in which

the overlap between the trvo dye molecules is less than that
of a dimeric dye in free solution2 6 . Several intercalation

models have been proposed (paragraph 6.f), but the exj-stence

of the dimer is incompatible with the Lerman modelrs, for

example, ir which the intercalated dye is buried between two

successive base-pairs, which does not alIow for any contact

with a non-intercalated dye. On the other hand, in the model

postulated by Pritchard et aL.+ 3 or tinat suggested by

Dalgleish et uf.", the intercalated dye has a portion of

its structure projecting outsj-de the DNA helix, which is a

necessary condition for the formation of a dimer with a

non-intercalated dye.

The finding by viscosimetry3 3 and temperature-jump

studiesae of the G-C specificity of the non_lntercal-ated dye
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impJ-ies that the dimerization process is also G-C specific.

From an inspection of the CD spectra of PF-polynucleotide

complexes, previously published (figure 3 of reference 152) ,

one can note the larger proportion of dimer present in

PF-poly(G)-poly(C) compl-ex than in PF-po1y(A)-po1y(U) complex,

for example.

7 .5.5 The Induced Circu-l-ar Dichroism of the Intercalated Dve

The induced CD of the intercalated dye obtained for

r = O presents certain particularities. First1y, it is

negative for AO and positive for PF, secondly it is

independent of the salt concentration for AO but, for PF,

i-ts magnitudé increases with salt concentration, as we can

see in figure 7.L3, while maintaining a similar monomeric

shape spectrum.

The difference in sign reflects a difference in the

intercatated dye position inside the DNA, since the CD

spectrum is associated with the same long axis polari-sed

transition of the two dyes. The fac't that AO presents a

positive induced CD, when intercalated in RNAr3s, supports

the hypothesis about the dependence of the sign of the CD

spectrum on the dye-DNA complex geometry and not on the

electroni-c properties of the dye itself . Fulthermore,. AO,

is the only dye known to show a negative CD -spectrum

associated with its long axis polari-sed transition, when it

intercalates in the DNA. It should be noted that this

opposi-te sign induced CD of AO when bound to DNA and RNA

has also been found upon the j-ntercalation of the

2,4 dinitro-aniline reporter (N,N,N-trimethyl-N',Nr-dimethyl-

N '- ( ß-Z ,4-dinit,ro'^anil,inoethyl ) -l ,3-diammoni-umpropane

dibromide)tto. This change of CD sign has been correlated
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with the steric hindrance l¡etween the 2r-hydroxyl group in

the minor groove of the RNA and the 4-NO2 group of the

reporter molecule, which forces the l-atter to take a more

external position; but in DNA, where the 2'-hydroxyl group

i-s missing, the 4-NOz group points toward the centre of the

helixl3'n. This particulari.ty of AO is not onl-y restricted to

CD; indeed, when bound to an A-T or a G-C base-pair, the AO

fluorescence is enhanced, whereas for most o-[ the dyes studied,

their fluorescence is quenched when bound to a G-C

base-pairl35. Moreover, AO is the only dye stud.ied vrhich,

with 1O-methyl-acridinj-um and 9-amino-lO-methylacridinium dyes,

proves to be non-mutagenic4'I36'I37. These differences of

behaviour between AO and PF are peculiar if one considers

that they intercalate in DNA to the same extent (same Kr and

n) and do not show any particular binding specificity to any

kind of base-pair65'66. Although the geometry of the dye

intercalat j-on is not known, the J-ong axis of the dye is
almost perpendicular to the helix axis with a value of

7Bo t 30 for PF3 6 and 760 + 40 for AO. In favour of a

different intercal-ation geometry, X-ray studies on

dinucl-eoside-dye complexes have shown that the AO

intercalation is asymmetricut"o, whereas the PF one is
symmetricss '57 ,

The induced CD spectrurn of the PF-DNA complex,

obtained at T = 0, shows a dependence on the salt
concentration (f igure 7.L3), unl-ike other dyes, such a,s

ethidium bromiclc.r 38, AO (paragraph 7 "3) and 9-AA complexed to

DNA. Li and CrotherssB and Kamiyrttt have already notj-ced

this remarkable decrease in the magnj tude of the PF-DNA CD

spectrum as the sa.Lt concentration decreases. Theoretical

calculationsr 3 s, based on the exciton interactions between
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the intercalated dye and the DNA bases 'electronic transitions,

have shown that an lncrease in the distance separating the

intercalated dye from the DNA base-pairs or a decrease in the

DNA rotation ang1e, lead to a decrease j-n the magnitude of the

CD spectrum. In low salt concentrations, the electrostatic

repulsions between the phosphate groups wiIl unwÍndlal arrd.'

thus expand the DNA helixr2e tr42, This expansion of the DNA

helix, âs the sal-t concentration decreases, manifests itself

in a decrease in the sedimentation coefficient as well- as in

an increase in the intrinsic viscosity of DNAI2s'rh0. It is

interesting to observe that the dependence of the DNA

intrinsic viscosity on the salt concentration 1eve1s off when

the value of the salt concentration is around 0.6 mo1 dm-3

which is independent of the nature of the salt (figure 3 of

reference I40). In figure 7.I3, we can see that the dependence

of the PF-DNA induced CD on the salt coucentration levels off

at a similar value of the salt concentration to that found

above. Even though this explanation seems satisfactory, we

cannot understand why only the CD spectrum of the PF-DNA

complex manifests this salt dependence, unless it is because

PF is the only intercalated. dye which has been foundss's7

with its two amino groups forming hydrogen bonds with the

phosphate groups on opposite chains.

7.6 Conclusion

Thus, throughout this CD study, we have shown that the

binding model- of Armstrong, Kurucsev and Strauss2 6 which has

been confirmed by somee2 but critÍcized by otherse6rl43,

interprets in a satisfactory rranner the evolution of the CD

spectra of the AO- and PF-DNA complexes with the amount of

binding. But we must not forget that our CD results were
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based upon and depend on the interpretation of the binding

data by the neighbour exclusion equation 7 .2. Ile have seen

that its mathematical expression, although it takes into

account most of the features of the binding process (site

exclusion and dimerization), is a simplified onerI7'Ie6.

Hence, the need was felt for an independent method for

investigating the dye to DNA binding.
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8. THE g-AMINOACRIDINE-DNA COMPLEX

The meticulous and time-demanding equilibriurn dialysis

meâsurements associated with the neighbour exclusion equation

T .2, for extracting the different quantities characteristic of

the binding model postulated in paragraph 7.2, were replaced

by a ccmbination of two spectroscopic methods, absorption and

circular dlchroism. The advantage of this procedure lies in

the simplicity and the accuracy of the spectroscopic nethods.

8. I The Electronic Properties of the 9-aminoacridine Dye

Figure B. I shows the visible absorption spectrum of

the 9-AA dye. Two major electronic transitions can be seen

1n the spectrum at 25,OOO and aI 30,7OO cm-t. The dichroic

ratio represented in figure 8. I indicates their respective

polarizations, âs well as the presence of an additional

short axis polarised transition on the high energy side of

the spectrum. The increase in the value of the dj-chroic

ratio over the intense visible transition, in going to high

energy, is rather peculiar considering that it was more or

Iess constant in the case of the AO and PF dyes (figure 7.L) ,

which allows us to suppose the presence of a long axis

tr.ansition situated in between the two visible transitions.

The calculated transiti-ons of 9-AA cation are shown in

table 8.1. A satisfactory correl-ation is found between the

experimental and theoretical positions, Polarisation
directions and relative intensities of the four visible

transitions, except in the case of the calculated long axis

polarised. transition al 29,2OO cm-t whose intensì-ty is

too high.
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1 CALCULATED ENERGIES, INTENSITIES ANI)

POLARISATIONS OF g-AMINOACRIDINE CATION.

the transitions in the visible part of the spectrum

considered.
a

b

Only
were

The polarì-sation dlrections X and

long and short molecular sYmmetrY

9-aminoacridine, TespectivelY.

Y correspond to the
axes of the

Energya of the
(O,O) band. in cm-l

Oscillator strength
f

Polarisation
directionb

26090

29290

30740

37340

o.L4

0.70

0.02

o.L7

Y

x

x

Y
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8,2 The Bind j-ng of 9-AA to DNA as seen throush the

Absorption Spectra

Figure 8.2 shows the evolution with r of the visi-b1e

absorption spectrum of the 9-AA-DNA complex in O.OOl mol dm-3

NaCt solution. No clear isosbestic point is present j-n the

absorption spectra, which indicates the existence of more

than two species. The model of binding developed for the AO

and PF-DNA complexes will now be applì-ed to the 9-AA-DNA

complex.

The total- molar absorptì-vity, e., (v ) , at any wavenumber,

may be expressed in terms of the molar absorptivity of the

1,l), the bound monomer, erlT¡, and the bound

), by the relation
free dye,

dimer , eL 2

eF

(v

tT b e, {T) +
(Cr-Crz)

cTcT
e r (v) +

2Ctz"
C1

erz(v) (8.1)

A1I of the other quantì-ties have been defined in paragraph

7 ,2. The absorption spectrum of the bound monomer is

obtained by the extrapolation of eriï) to r = O. T'he only

unknown absorption spectrum is that of the bound dimer. Its

envelope is taken to be similar to that of the bound monomer

spectrum and we may thus write

e, z (T) = q., 1T) (8.2)

This approximation was made firstl-y in view of the

relatively weak degenerate exciton interaction existlng in

tlre bound dimer in comparison to t}:at found in a dj-mer in

free solution, and in particular, because the shape of the

9-AA absorption spectrum is not very sensitive to the

dimerization process, as we can see in figure 8.3 (the

position of the different peaks remains practically constant

when the concentration of 9-AA is increased from
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3.5 10-6 to L.7 1O-3 mo1 dr-'). The weak interaction

between the two moi-eti-es of the dimer and therefore the

similarity in shape between the dimer and monomer absorption

spectrum may be explained by the low intensity of the

transition considered, which is approximately ten times less

intense than in the case of the AO dye, for example; as we

have already seen in equati-on 2,I9, the exciton coupling in

the dj-mer and therefore the splitting energy between the

in-phase and out-of-phase dimeric bands are directly

proportional to the intensj-ty of the transition consiclered.l+7.

Thus, equation (8.1) may be represented as the sum of

contriìrutions from the free dye and the bound monomeric dye:

., {T) 9r
C1

c +)(
ICr + Ctz 2 -1

C1

+ I

quantities

T CF+Cr +Ctz

er (v) (8.3)F

Equation 8.3, together with the relation C

may be written in the form

., {T)
g¡.
C1

eu{l) cE
C1

2(r-q)#].,,,î, (8.4)

and .r(T) enables us

t
The knorvledge of the

to solve equation 8.4

Eight wavenumbers between 23,100 cm-r and 26,3OO cm-r

Ín the spectra of figure 8.2 rvere chosen so as to satisfy

equatlon 8.2. Figures 8,4 and 8.5 show the f inal results

obtained using equation 8.4. Figure 8.6 represents the

experimental binding isothern of thre 9-AA-DNA complex in

0.001 moI dm-3 NaCt solution as well as the tentative fit to

the nearest-neighboul site exclusion model equation 7.2 (n = 2).

The value of the d.inerization constant Kz was taken to be

that which gives the minimum value of the standa.rd

deviation of the ratio

.o {})
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(t/Cr)experimental
(2 /Kt .r / Cn) catculared

as represented in figure 8,7. A plot of

(r /Cg ).*perímental
(2 /Kt . r/Cn).rlcuIared

versus r in figure 8.8 gives the limit of validity of the

binding model used (thi-s limitingvalue of r is found to be

independent of the value of Kz). '!lle found Kr equal to

2L x lOs mol--l dm3 and Kz equal to I.55 x lO4 mol-t drt.

Equations 7 .I and 7 ,3, together with the quantltles

derived from equation 8.4, enable us to obtain the value of

the constant'q through the equation

1 - Cr/Cr 1 C1 2

l-29

(8.5)-q).Ctzi r ( 1-q )KzCt CF
+ 1-q

In figure 8.9 we have represented the plot of the quantity

on ttre lef t side of equatì-on 8.5 verslls þ to" vafues of î\,F

up to O,24, We find a value of q equal to 0.65 and a value

of the dimerization constant, Kzt equal to 1.8 x l-Oh mol-t

dm3 which is in agreement with that found previously.

8 3 Results Obtained from Analysis of the Circular Dichroism

Spectra

Figure 8. IO shows some CD spectra of the 9-AA-DNA

complex. One can note the large optical activitSz acquired

by the long axis polarised transition at 330 nm in relation

to the weak intensity of its absorption band in figure 8.2.

Moreover, the existence of an acÍditional transition

situated in between the visible short and long axis

polarised transi.tj-ons is confirmed by the relatively high

intensity obtained in this part of the CD spectrum, unlike

in the absorption spectra. Due to the presence of this
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transition, whose enveÌope overlaps with that of the low

energy transition (the distribution of the intensitie-s

between the vibronic bands of the CD spectra is different

from that of the absorption spectra),an analysis of the CD

spectra was just considered for the long axis polarised

transition. The evolution of the band intensity at 330 nm

wj-th the amount of loading of the dye in the DNA is shown

j-n figure 8.11. Combj-ning equations 7.I, 7.3 and 7,9, we

obtain the relation

130

(8.6)1l-t lcrr, (p-1) l-''ff . fr
Because of t4. invariability of the maxlmum position of the

band consloered (330 nm) as the binding proceeds, it is

assumed that the dimeric contribution (equation 7.IO) to

the overall CD spectrum is ni1. This is in total- agreement

with the results obtained from theory which show that tlre

dimeric CD spectrum results from the cancellation of the two

CD bands of different signs; the energy separation between

these two CD bands being directly proportional to the dipole

strength of the transition (paragraph 2,1) ,

The plot, in figure 8.I2, of the quantity on the left

side of equation 8.6 t"turr" $, enabies us to obtain the
vF

value of the parameter p equal to 5.5 and the value of the

dimerization constant , K2, equal to 5 x LO\ mol-t dm3.

8,4 Interpretation of the Resul-ts

Several

obtained.

Although

conclusions may be drawn from the results

the spectrum

the casedirectly apparent

evolution of the

l-n

of the dimeric species is not

of the 9-AA-DNA complex, the

the amount of binding can bespectra with
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satisfactorily interpreted by the Armstrong, Kurucsev and

Strauss model26. Moreover, the similarity in the values of

K2 derived from'the two optical methods, provides further

support for this model of binding. The magnitude of the

dimerization constant, Kz, is small-er for 9-AA than for AO

or PF-DNA complexes, as it is the case when these dyes are

in free solutionl s 0 . (The dimerization constant of 9-AA in

O.l- mor dm-3 Nacl solution is equal to 6 x 102 mol--'dm"tt).

The value of the binding constant, Kr, for the

9-AA-DNA complex in O.OO1 mo}-r dm3 NaCl solution is in

agreement with that found by Kubota and. Motoda67.

The magnitude of the constant q in equation 8.2 is in

conformity with a dimer model in which the coupling between

the transition moments of the two moieties is weak (figure

B of reference 26),

To be able to make a comparison between the geometry

of the non-intercal-ated dyes, w€ calculated in table 8.2

the geometrical contrlbution to the rotational strength 9"2

(equations 4.1 and 4.2) for the dye-DNA complexes studied.

We conclude from the vafues obtained in table 8.2,

that the orientation of the non-intercalated dye in

rel-ation to the DNA helix is si-milar for all the dyes

studj-ed. Therefore, w€ can speculate that the positively

charged ri-ng nitrogen, comlnon in these dyes, is intportant

for the binding of the non-j-ntercal-ated dye to DNA. It

would be of great, interest to study the acriflavine (AC)

and ethidium bromj-de-DNA complexes 1n which both dyes have

substituent groups attached to the ring nitrogetl; we would

expect their non-intercal-ated dyes to have à different

geometry because of the steric effect of the substituent

groups. An orientation of the non-intercalated dye, such



Table 8.2 GEOMETRICAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTH OF THE NON-INTERCALATED DYE

a - Only the long axis polarised visible transitj-on was considered.

H
C¡)
t\t

fl"l( volt¿, ' Vc omo l ex 'Uåonplex)1z -!z"DNA tcomplex

I.7 x 1O-3

1.8 x

x

x

10-3

1.5 10- 3

2.3 1o- 3

x 10"o
(cgs units)

140

136

121

13 .6

-^comprex

di-tert-buty1 PF-DNA

PF-DNA

AO-DNA

9-AA-DNA
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that its long axis is tangent to the DNA helix, finds support

in the behaviour of the CD of the ethidium bromide and

9-AA-DNA complexes associated with the short axis polarised

transition whose intensities decrease with an increase in r

values, which is the opposite to rvhat we found in the case of

the long axis polarj-sed transitions. This particular

behaviour seems to inclicate that the rotational strength , fl, ,

for the short axis polarised transition is very small or nil.

This is in agreement with the results which we obtain from

the theoretical calculation of the rotational strength

(equation 4.I) j-n which the distance vector separating the

two coupled transition moments is co-linear to one of these

transition moments.
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9. CONCLUSION

The CD spectra -of dye-DNA compÌexes have been

successfully interpreted in terms of a monomeric CD spectrum

of the intercalated and non-intercalated dyes superimposed by

a dimeric CD spectrum arising from the vibronic exciton

interactions between them.

This study has shown that circular dichroism is
extremely sensitive to the dimelizatj-on process. In fact, w€

have shown that the CD of the bound dimeric specl-es and

therefore the CD of the non-intercalated dye was responsible

for the variations in the observed CD with increasing values

of r, because thelr magnitudes are much larger than that of

the intercalated dye (compare g, w1th 9z o. S,- in table 7,4).
On the one hand, the magnitude of these CD is directly
proportional to the dipole strength of the transition
considered (equation III B-22 of reference 119). The molar

absorptivity of the visible 'bransition of the 1AA-, 2AA- and

9AA-DNA complexes is l-ess than 5 x l-03 mol-t dm3 cm-t,88

therefore it is not surprising that these dye-DNA complexes

do not show as large a variati-on in their CD as that found

for dyes complexed to DNA such as 3-4488, PF26, AO'u, ACI48

or thioniness which have a much stronger visible transitj-on

(emax > 15 x 103 mol-t dmt cm-r). On the other hand., the

dimeric CD spectrum results from the cancellati-on of two bands

of opposite signs whose energy separati-on is directl-y
proportional to the dipole strength of the transition

considered (paragraph 2.1). The visible transitions of

AO-, PF-, AC- and thionine-DNA complexes have in common, a

dimeric type of CD spectrum, but the transltion of the

3AA-DNA cornplex which is five times weaker than that of the
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above mentioned complexes, lacks the presence of this dimeric

spectrum due to the total cancellation of the in-phase and

out-of-phase CD bands. The explanation for the different

behaviours of the CD spectrum, which we based on the

magnitude of the dipole strength and not on a different

i-ntercalation geometry as was suggested by Datgleish

et a7.4 6, e0, f inds support in the ca9_e_o_f the ethidium_

bromide--DNA complex; in fact its visj.ble transition, 'rhich is

ten times weaker than the UV transitionl r 3, Shows only à small

variation in its CD with increasing r values r 4 s , whereas the

CD of the strong UV transition shows signs of a dimeric

type of CDl3I and increases considerabJ.y with rI h e 
.

It has also been shown in this study that the binding

model used2 6, which particularities lie in the presence of

excluded intercalation sites next to an already intercal-ated

dye and also on the presence of bound dimeric dyes, can be

generalised. to apply to most of the dye-DNA complexes. This

similarity in the binding process is confirmed by the fact

that the constant of binding, lKr, as weII as the geometry of

the non-i-ntercalated dy€, are simi-1ar in the three dye-DNA

complexes studied.

This stud.y has also shown that a correl-ation between

theoretical and. experimental results, enables us to obtain

valuable geometrical information ab'out the bound dye.
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APPENDIX A: MATERIALS AND METHODS

A 1 Nucleosides and Dinucleosi ES

Adenosine, adenosine 5'-monophosphoric acid (AMp) ,

deoxyaclenosine (dA), adenylyl-(3'-5' )-adenosine (APA),

2 | -deoxyadenylyl-- ( 3 ' -5 ' ) -2 I -deoxyadenosine ( dApdA ) ,

guanosine and guanylyl-(3'-õ')-guanosine (GPG) were all
obtained from Sigma and used without any further purification.
The diammine dichloro p1-atinum(II) cis and trans were à gift
of Dr. r.A. Roos and were recrystallised from hydrochlorid.e

acids'6. Complexes with adenosine were obtained by

dissolving the corresponding platinum (Pt) in a sol_ution of

lO-2 mol dm-3, sodium perchlorate. The sol.ution was kept at
37oC for a period of 14 days7.

All solutions were initlally prepared by dissolvlng
the appropriate compound j-n a cacodylic acid-sodium

cacodylate buffer which gave a pH of 6,9 at zOocr . The

buffer was prepared as follows : 7 .5 cm- r of I M cacodylic

acid + 50 cm3 of 1 M sodlum cacodylate diluted to 1 dnr3

with distilled water.

The Lambert-Beer l-aw was obeyed for the monomers

studied in the concentration range used (Iess than 1O-', mol

drn-3). For guanosine and GPG, a concentration of 6 x lo-s
mol dm-3 was used to prevent aggregation2,3,4, Concentrations

were determined spectrophotometrically; optical parameters

are given in terms of the molar concentration of residues.

The mol-ar absorptivities of all the compounds are given in
Table 4.1.

4,2 Dye-DNA Complexes

Proflavine (PF)

Poole, England and was

was obta j-ned f rom B. D.II. Chemicals Ltd .,

purified as the free basee ¡ 1 0 . Acridine
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Table 4.1 U-V AND VISIBLE ABSORPTION DATAa

à The maximum wavelengtLr (À*a*) is given in nanometers and
the maximum molar absorptivity (e*ax) is given in mol-I
dm3 cm-r.

b Calculated from
absorptivity of

the hypochromicity ancÌ from the molar
guanosine.

Compound À max
c
max x 1O-3 Reference

Adenosine (A)

A¡IP

cis-Pt adenosine

trans-Pt adenosine

Deoxyadenosine (dA)

Guanosine (G)

ApA

dÃpdA

GpG

Calf-thymus DNA

Acridine orange (AO)

Proflavine (PF)

9-aminoacri-dine (9-AA)

260

2õ9

265,5

269

269

253

260

258

253

260

492

444

400

14,9

L5,4

8,7ö

8.90

15.3

13.6

13.9 (at

t2,7 (at

L2,7b

6.6

59.0

41 .0

9.98

20oc)

28oC)

29

29

30

30

31

31

32

33

36

34

I1

35

this study
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Orange (AO) was purifì-edr I and both PF and AO free bases were

converted to the hydrochloride formr 1. 9-aminoacridine

hydrochloride was obtained from A.G. Fluka and was

recrystal-lised twice from ethanol and dried under vacuum.

Calf thymus DNA was preparecl by the anionj-c detergent

procedure0. The DNA sample was stored dry at OoC. In aII

the experiments, we adjusted the ionic strength with NaCI

and all the solutions were filtered twice. A concentrated

stock solution of ca1-f thymus DNA (O,2 g in lOO cm3 ) in 1O-3

M NaCl was prepared and left in the cold (0 4oC), with

continual stirring over a. seven day period. The DNA

solutj-on was centrifuged at 10,000 RPM for forty-five

minutes in a Sorwall superspeed RC-B automatic refrigerated

centrifuge.

For the AO and PF dyes, their adsorption on soft

glass vessel wal1s was significant and photolytic

degradation of the dyes after light exposure wâs noticeable.

That is why special precautì-ons were taken. Although our

rule was to prepare fresh solutions, all flasks containlng

dye solutions were wrapped with aluminium paper to protect

them from light and stored at 4oC. The concentration of the

dye in the flask only remained constant approximately one

day after preparation due to the saturation of the vessef

wal1s with the dye. Pipettes used to transfer the dye

solutions were also saturated with the dye prior to use.

The stock DNA solution was diluted with a NaCÌ

solution so as to obtain the desired ionic strength and

concentration. The dye-DNA solutions were prepared by

weight j-n spectroscopic silica cell-s. The dye solution was

added to the DNA sol-ution drop by drop with rapid stirring

to prevent àny precipitation of the compJ-ex formed,
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especially at high dye to DNA ratlos. It was found that the

absorbance of the dye-DNA complexes were changlng over a

period of approxlmately one hour after the mixing. To

assume complete equilibrium between dye and DNA, the

solutions were kept overnight at AoC in the dark. The pH of

the sol-utions was measured with a digitat pH meter (Orion

Research, model TOIA) and found to vary betlveen 6.3 and 6.7,

4.3 Preparation of Films

A 1 e Films

Polyvinyl-al-cohol (PVA) films were cast from a

solution of PVA (J.T. Baker Chernical- Co. ) in water (57o w:v),

The film was immersed in an aqueous sol-ution of the required

solute, then left to dry on a gl-ass plate and was clamped in

à stretching devicel2. The film was stretched at a slow

rate over a water bath at 5OoCr3 until 'à stretched ratio

(ratio of à distance between tlvo marl<s after ancÍ before

stretching) of 4.5 was obtained. Although it v¿as possible

to obtain higher stretched ratios, a vaLue of 4.5 was found

to give higher reproducibì-Iity. The contribution from the

absorbance of PVA was determined by the use of "blank"

films prepared under similar conditions but without the

solute.

A,3.2 Dye-DNA Films

Dye-DNA solutic¡ns with a dye to DNA concentration ratio

between 0.002 and 0.008 were prepared by slow addition of the

dye to a 1% DNA solution with constant stirring and were then

poured into the holes of a" perspex t'ray. The solution tooÌ<

approximately one week to dry. The dye-DNA film thus

obtained is progressively adhered to a supporting polyethylene
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film above a water bath maintained at 40oC and is rolled fl-at
with a teflon rod. The use of a polyethylene film as the

support instead of a PVA film used previ-ousfyt' enables us to
avoid the use of an intermediate layer of DNA between the

dye-DNA film and the support necessary to prevent the dye

f rom penetrating i-nto the support. The f il-m was then

stretched very slow1y with the stretching device to 2.8 times

its origirral length under a water bath maintained at  OoC,

The film was then mounted inside a humidity cel1 I 2

maintained at 93% relative humidity with sodium sulphate

and was left for a peri-od of two days before measurement

(time necessary to reaeh an equilibriumr2¡. This ne\.v

procedure of using a polyethylene film instead of a PVA film
for the support has thq advantage of using far less DNA and

allowing us to measure the contribution of the polyethylene

film to the total absorbance. In fact , after the stretched

film had been maintained under running water, the dye-DNA

film could be easily peeled off from the poJ-yethylene fj-lm.

Then by measuring the absorbance spectrum of the

polyethylene fil-m, it was verified that no dye had

penetrated into it.

4,4 Temperature Studies

The cel1 holder temperature was regulated with a

cooling and thermostating bath combination buiit in this
laboratory. The temperature of the solution was measured

1n the cell- with a copper thermocouple previously

calibrated and inserted in à thin glass sheath going

through the teflon stopper of the cel1. Measurements were

taken at each temperature after a ten minutes equilibration
time and the 'bemperature during the measurement was kept
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constant to within t 0.1oC. At low temperature, dry

nì-trogen gas was introduced through the cell- compartment to
prevent condensation. Absorbance readlngs were corrected

for volume expansion.
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APPENDIX B: OPTICAL ]\{EASUREI\{ENTS

8.1 Linear Dichroism

A Zeiss PMQII spectrophotometer with a wide window

photomultipli-er detector was used to eliminate the scattering

contribution to the measured absorbance of the films

studiedL2,t'+. The sample film mounted inside the celI could

be posÍtioned as close as 4 mm from the front window of the

photomultiplier. A Glan-Taylor cafcite polarising prism was

mounted in such a way as to allow it to be rotated through

90o, thus enabling us to change the plane of polarization

of the light while l<eeping the same part of the film in the

light pa,th. ,(An important preeaution due to the

non-uniformity irr the thickness of the film). The

wavenumber calibration of the monochromator showed that no

correction was needed in the ultra-violet and visibl-e

regions of the spectrum. (In fact, a cieviation of only -2O
_tcm-' was found in the visible part of the spectrum; this

correction was not considered necessary in view of the

resolution limit of the instrument.) The standard

deviation in the transmi-ttance scaLe was found to be better

than O.2%. A resolution of 2OO cm-r or better was possible

with a judicious choice of slit widths. The molar

absorptivity (e) is given in mol-r dm3 cm-I.

8.2 Circul-ar Dichroism

Circular dichroism measurements were done on a Jasco

J-40CS automatic recording spectropol'arinreter. The

wavelengths calibration was done with the use of

(+)-camphor-l-0-sulphonic acid monohydrate from f'luka

(MW = 232,30, to,Jfro = +2O t 1) having a molar
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ellipticity tOl = +7260 at 290.5 nmr5 and wi-th the use of a

holmium oxide filter producing peaks at 279.4, 287.5, 360.9,

460 and 636,2 Dffi, if we record the photomultiplier voltage

(as it is proportional to the absorbance) instead of the

ellipticity. No correlation was neeessary until 350 trffi,

but a correction of -0.5 nm between 350 nm and 500 nm as well

as a correction of -I.2 nm betv¡een 500 nm and 600 nm v¿as

necessary. The recorded elliptlcity rvas adjusted to

correspond to a molecular ellipticity t 0 I of 7260 mol- dm-3

m-r at 290.6 nm for D-10 campno/ sulf onic acidt 5. Cel1s of -,,'' t--ór'
0.1 to 5 cm pathlength were used to maintain the optical

density of the solution studied at a value less than 2,
,

Optimum condltions of measul'ement can be achieved with a

judicious compromise between wavelength scanning, chart

speed, slit width, time constant and optical density. All

the solvents and solutions studied were filtered if

possible to el-iminate any impurity that could increase the

noise level and this, theref ore, enabled uS to use sntal-ler

bandwidths. As a measure of precaution, all the measurements

were repeated at least twlce, or mol'e if the recorded spectra

were not identical within the limit*s of precision of the

spectropolarimeter and they were then averaged. The celL

blanks containing the solvent were measured before and

after any recording of the sample. Although the scale of the

Jasco is in elliptì-city, we used in this thesis the molar

circular dichroism Ae in mol dm-3 cm-t, which 1s related to

molar el.lipticity according to the rel-ation tOlÀ = 33OO Ae 
À.

No refractive index correction has been applied to the CD

data.

To this spectropolarimeter, was added à

microprocessor (MC-85) based on InteI 8085 which was
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assembled and expanded by Mr. Snigg and programmed by

Dr. M. Dwyer and Mr. G.B. Boehm. The mieroprocessor

controLled the operations of the spectropolarimeter, that

is to say the wavelength step size, the ra,nge of wavelength

to be scanned and above all the accumulation of

user-specified number of points (in multiples of 28 with 20

USec. per pcint) itr 32-bit precision followed by signal

averaginçç. For the nucleoside stucly, due to the low CD

signal obtained, i-t was necessary to accttmul-ate 27 x 21 2

points to be averaged at each wavelength. This procedure

was carried out three times for each sample and averaged.

The data poi-nts were collected on paper tape.

8.3 Ultra-VioLet and Visibl-e Absorption

U-V and visible absorption measurements were done on

a Zeiss DMRIO speetrophotometerequippedby Mr. G.E. Boehm

with an Intel- 8080 mj-croprocessor simj-lar to the one

attached to the Jasco spectropolarimeter. The wavelength

cal-ibration shows a maximum deviation of l-ess than 0.05 nm

for the two emissj-on peaks of the deuterium lamp at 486.00

nm and 656.10 nm. The photometric acauracy in the

absorbance scale was found to be better than O.3%. To

obtain the maximum accuracy in the measurements, the

f oll-owing procedure was adopted: A basel-ine was recorded

initially with the buffer solution to allow for the

mismatching of the ce11. The cells were left in their

positions, the sol-ution lvas removed by suction, then the

empty cells were ri-nsed and filled with the next solution

to be analysed. The spectrum of each solution was

recorded twice.
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APPENDIX C: COIUPUTATIONAL METHODS

AII the computations were carried out on a CDC Cyber

l-73 computer.

The computer program PISCF2 I for the PPP-CI

calculations of 9-aminoacridine and proflavine uses the method

of Baileyt6'r7 and incorporates the cal-culation of the core

integrals on protonated nitrogen heterocyclicsl 8.

Monomer spectra have been analysed j-n terms of their

vibronic bands and were fitted by the use of a weighted,

non-linear least-squares program BANDFIT2 t to a five

parameters equationl s' 2 o 
.

r <Tl
vm(r ) x ^' oo'max m mt

+ #-l expt-(T
(voo )

(1 t
V - mV) z aInZ,

bot
Ca

(c.r)
oo

where each vibronic band is assumed to have à gaussian shape.

ItTl is the total intensity; ïoo is the position of the (O,O)

band in cm-t which has àn intensity maximum looi V is the

separatlon between successive bands maxima i b* is the

bandwidth at half max j-mal intensity; X is the (I,O) to (0,0)

the difference inband intensity ratio

equilibrium nuclear

state).

(X is related to

conformation of the ground and excited

The program EXCITON2 t calcul-ates the theoretical

dimeric spectra using the model- of Fulton and Gouterman22'23

which has been described in the introduction. This program

uses the monomeric parameters, V, O, and X deterrnined in

fitting the monomeric spectrum of each nroiety constituting

the dimer and lncl-udes two extra parameters, the exciton

coupling parameter and the angle 0 between the two

monomersle'2t+'2s, The program has an option to cafculate

the absorption or the circular dichroism spectrum.
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The absorption and circular dichroism data were

analysed using a modifj-ed version of the program DMR1O written
by Mr . G. E. Boehm. This progran cal-culates , f or eactt

wavelength, the mean actual absorbance and the molar

absorptivity or the difference in absorbance AA and the

molar circular dichroism Ae.

The optical data of the thermal denaturation study of

APA and dApdA were analysed by the use of a non-linear

weighted least-squares program APAFIT2 I and were fitted

to à four parameters equation

cv, u 0( r) ASo 
^HolnK 1n (c.2)(r)
RTs(r) 0s

quantities are defined in paragraph 5.4.3 of

II.

R

AIl the

chapter



APPENDIX D: DERIVATION OF THE EXPRESSION OF THE DIPOLE

STRENGTH AND THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTH

The expression for the dipole strength2T is given by

eoT
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(D. 1)Ð 2 = 9.tB x IO-3e
V Í

edv

v
u

where U is the electric dipole moment for the transition and

h, c, N, e represent respectively the Planck's constant, the

velocity of the 1ight, the Avogadro's number and the

molar absorptivity of the transition

considered. In the same wày t the expression for the

rotational strength ca.n be writa": .,u", 
',,i

ù.":'
fr=6ror;hcf + =2.2e5xro-3,f + (D.2)

where Ae is the mofar circular dichroism for l-eft and right

circularly polarised light j-n dm3 mo1-r cm-r.

From the use of the five parameters equation (C.1)

described in the appendj-x C which gives the value of the

total intensity of the band as a function of the wavenumber,

equation (D.I) becomes:

X
m

Ð = 9.I8 x l-O-3 e (t ) X' oo'max m
(1 + mV

roo
) exp

mj

{-(î - îoo - mv)'fft+

and we obtain a simiiar expression for the rotational

strength I
Fo1lowing the method given by Gal eË al.bs for

deriving the oscillator strength we can write the expression

of the dipole strength as



Ð 9.18 x 10-3' (.oo)r"* boT
[*t
ml

I
l

2(l-n2) ( V oo + mV)

Ð= g,772 x 10-3s xor
V + mv)oo

Similarly the expressíon for the rotational strength is

ft= 2,448 x 10-3t (¡.oo)r"* -xmt-
mj

,,â,
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(D.3)

(D.4)

x
m

m

L/2

I(e ) b X' oo'max I m
t

m (

1
b

E
x
m

l
v oo + mv)(

where

of the

of the

a glven

(.oo)*"* and (Aeoo)r.* represent respectively the value

molar absorptivity and the molar circular: dichroism

(O,0) band

A parameter of considerable importance in the study of

transition is the Kuhn's anisotropy faclor g defined

AS

g-4

Let us consj-der two interacting

Their rotationaL strength2 7 can

order approximat j-on as:

2n

transition moments

be expressed if we

&
Ð

- vB'

(D.5)

UA anC 1tg.

use à first

no

v¡,u

vav¡ .>
RV

.>

u¿. )x(ü, (D.6)
AB

B are the frequencies of transition,

is the vector distance from group A to group B

potenti-al energy interaction whlch, if we

dipole approximation, can be written as

ABt.V¡,'hc

where ano T
->
R

->
RAB A

vA

ñB

and VOu j-s the

make the point

+->
Ëa llr (u¿..

+++
Res ) ( us .Ra¡ )-3

R 3 RABAE

+

5

following the

expression of

development of

the rotati-onal-

Caldwell and

strengths can

Eyring2 I , the

be written as

(D.7)
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v

2tt

hc

Bv¡,v

2v2
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(D.8)

A B

with

at the frequency I

1 - ñouñou.
¡--\r-71

RAB' RoB'

of groups Bor 1f we use the polarizability tensor ou{lr)

ar{la).r.ËrtTou¡'

A

ß^=*tñou*ðo (D.e)

+with éo representing a unit vector along the direction of the

transition of group A. We can see in the last equation that
the rotational strength is proportional to the dipole strength.

The factor in brackets as well as the ratio 
ft 

*"O"nO only

on the molecular geometry and the polarizability of the

group B.
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APPENDIX E: CALCULATION OF THE "GEOMETRICAL FACTOR" OF THB

CD SPECTRUM OF ADENOSINE WITH THE USE OF THE

COUPLED OSCILLATOR THEORY

Figure E.l gives a shcematic representation of the

adenosine nucleoside. The Cl : atom is chosen to represent

the origin of our system. We define four angles:

08, the angle between the transitlon moment direction eB

in the base and the axls Y.

0c, the angle between the vector Rou and the axis Y.

0A, the angle between the induced moment directj-on eA

in the sugar and the axis Z.

0, the angle of rotation that makes the projection of eA

on the plane YX around the gtycosyl bond N9-C1'.

The angle 0 is set to zero when the proiection of eA on the

plane XY coincides with the axis Y.

The use of these angles allows us to write equation

4.2 (in paragraph 4,4.L), which represents the geometric

factor dependence of the rotational strength, such as :

v¿sR¿u' ( sin0Osin0sin ( 0s-0 g ) [ cosOusinOocos0+ËA x äu)

sin0 Bcos0O-3cos ( 0n-0 c ) . ( sin0ocos 0cos0 c+s in0 ccos0A ) l

The angle 0C rilas fixed to a val-ue of 7Bo in relation with

X-ray data2 6 . The d.irectlons of the two transitions in the

adenine base were taken to be perpendicul-ar to one another.

Although the two transiti-ons are more or less oriented al-ong

the short and long axis of the base, the angle they make

with the C4-C5 bond is not accurately known. Therefore, we

fixed a value of 90o r 10o for the angle between the long

axis polarised transition and the C4-C5 bond of adenine.
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FIG.E.1 SCHE}{ATTC DTAGRAM SHOIITNG THE GEOMETRY USED TN CALCULATING
THE GEOMETRICAL FACTOR (see text for discussion).
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The angle 0 is increased in 2Oo increments.

DÍfferent values of 0O are used until the trend in figure
4.I0 (par4graph 4,3.4) is reproduced.

The optimum results àre given below.

Angles of +1000 and +10o àr"e found between the

transition moments of the base and the C4-5 bond. The

projection in the YX plane (or sugar plane) of the induced

moment forms an angle of 1070 with the C1' - 01' bond. The

induced moment also makes an ang1e, out of the plane of the

sugar and on the same side as the Cl I - Ng bond, of AQo for
the ß configuration and of 2Oo for the o conflguration

(figure 4.11) .
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APPENDIX F: ABBREVIATIONS

Angstrom

Centigrade

Centimeter

Cm-g-s unit system

Decimeter

Electrostatic uni-t

Gramme

Kelvin

Kilocalorie

Mole

Nanometer

Revolution per minute

Second

Temperature

Weight per volume

Conf iguration interaction

Configuration mixing

Linear combinatlon of atomic orbitals
Molecular orbitals
Pariser-Parr-Pop1e

Self-consistent field

o
A

c

cm

cgs

dm

esu

úÞ

K

KcaI

mol

nm

RPM

s

T

w:v

cÏ

CM

LCAO

MO

PPP

SCF
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